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ICHRISTHAS

park,
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Licensed Auctioneer,

SOUTH PARIS,
BUCK.

BAGS

Surgeon Dentist,
MAINS.

SOUTH PARIS,
All my beet work warrante·!.

^R.

;

JONES,

H. P.

Dentist,
MAINE.

NORWAY,
'See Houre—to 12—1 to 4.

ρ

r.

SMITH,

Attorney at Law,
NORWAY,

MAINE.

Collections

Ί.>rne Block.

JKRRICK

Specialty

a

λ park.

Addison E. Herrlek.

CO.,

J. H. STUART &
CIVIL
36

Map· and Plan· made to order.
Map» of the tlmberland· and pocket mape of

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,
St., Norway,

14 Main

Me.

Ranges.

and

Pipe Repairing,

All Kinds of

is the most independent of all workers. He is his
But
His acres are his kingdom.
own manager.
to be independent means that he must take care
of himself. It is his duty to himself and those
depending on him to make his welfare secure.
There is only one sure way of doing this and that
is by keeping a bank account.

Stoves,

Hardware,

Lead

and Iron.

Farmers:

T«l«pk«M 134-11.

J. WALDO

NASH,

Whenever you make a sale from the products of
your farm, come around and deposit the proceeds
with us. Then you can pay all your bills by
checks and need never worry about the safety of
your money or the danger of paying a bill twice

Licensed Taxidermist,
Temple Street,

rear

Matonio Block,
NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

through

A PBW

and

Carnations

Capital, $50,000

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,
Stove Wood and

I

—

FOR

CATARRH

INCLUDING

—

a

Cash paid for goods when bought

and I sell for

absorbed.
Cues Relitl at One·.
is

I handle real estate, buying
ing, also surety bonds.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of Fini* h for Inside 01
"lU'.ile work, «end In jour order·. Pine Lam
and Sblnjtlea on band Cbeap for Caah.

j-r

y.

First Clasa Far· tl.UO.
Stateroom· φι OO.

Turbine Steel Steamer CAMDEN and
Steel Steamer GOVERNOR DINGLE Y
leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, week
days at 7 P. if., for Boston.

Maine.

For Sale.

Roturnlns
Leave Union Wharf, Boston,
days at 7 P. m., for Portland.

in South
My house on Skillings Avenue
double-tenement,
Paris.
Two-story,
twelve room·, two lots, large stable, hen
house, fruit trees.
A. F. BARROWS,
South Paris.
4'Jtf

week

Through tickets on sale at principal
railroad stations.
Freight rate· as low as other lines.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

Sheathing.

For sale bv

Bankrupt's

A. KENNEY,
South Paris.

Petition for

In the matter of
ANNIE L. HOLMEH,

Discharge.

1

liaokrupt.

J

)

In

Bankruptcy,

To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of the District Court of the United Sûtes for the District
of Maine:
N.N it L Holmis, of Itucktield, 'n the County of Otford, and State of Maine, In ua*d
District, re«|iectfully represents that on the 4th
day of Sept. last pact, she was duly adjudged
bankrupt under the Acts ut Congres· relating to
Bankruptcy; that she has duly «urrenderc I all
her property and rights of property, and haa fully
com ρ Ile* 1 with all toe requirements of said Acts
and of the order· of Court touching her bank-

\

believe their eveel*bt good
ν Pprcnns
Wan
Λ „,βΜι
mny rer>uns> whlte Λΐ1 U)„ ,{me
havoc with
•carvely noticeable «train ta raising
nervthe optic nerve. In time come headaches,
Prevention 1· betouaneaa an·) other alimenta.
ter than cure. "Lot ue do the pnivenUng."

ruptcy.
wherefore she prays. That »be may be decreed
all
by the Court to have a full discharge from
debts provable against her estate under said
such debt· as are exActs,
except
bankruptcy
cepted by law from such discharge. 1909.
Dated this Kind day of Nov., A. D.
ANNIE L. HOLMES, Bankrupt.

OPTOMETRIST,

PARMENTER, Optician,

maker

expert

with

Bigelow,

Kennard 4Co., Boston.
All Work
Guaranteed.

A lit'le out of the waj
but it pays to walk.
G Ε US.

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JEWELBV.

With Or.

Partnenler, Norway, Maine.

A

new

of Plumbing Goods.
The best ol
oak woodwork for closets. No o!c
goods. Call and see this line. Job
Nc
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

Norway,

|

District or Maine, se.
On this -Tth day of Nov., A. D. 1900, on reading
the foregoing petltl m. It 1·
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
of Dec., A. D.
upon the same on the 17th day
1909, before said Court st Portland, In said DU
and that noforenoon:
the
In
trie', at 10o'clock
tlce thereof be published in the Oxford Demoau J
said
District,
in
crat, a newspaper printed
in
that all known creditors, and other persons
and
time
said
at
the
place,
interest, may appear
and show cause. If any they have, why the
prater of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditor· copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their place· of residence as

lUtfd.

>jr.

:

lOHIO

Where the Finest
Flour is Made
"The bread-making qualities of flour
due entirely to the kind of wheat.
Nature gives to wheat, and flour, aUthe

«re

atrensth they possess."

R.James Abbrkathbt,
ta "The America» Miller."

WILLIAM

Witness, the Hon. Clakxmc·

of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, oa the 27th day of Nor.,
A

William Tell
For Sale

JAMBS B. HBWBT, Clerk.
of petition and order thereon.
Attisât: JAMBS B. HBWBY, Clerk

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSA*

IOc.«idSW« DraoMi

Wanted.

Barred Plymouth

Rock Pullets,

Will pur top market price·.
R. Ο. POBTXB, Norw»j.
47tf

by

N. D. Bolster Co.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optioian.

mOM Count
NORWAY, MAINE.

Sheep For Side.

sixty large, young
sheep including one thoroughbred
buck. As good a flock as you very
I offer for sale

48tf

see.

H. L. SCRIBNER, Paris, Me.
NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United State·
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

tor th«

cf
)
In Bankruptcy
GBBBNLBAF,
of Norway, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor·of Elgin A. Greeuleaf, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 37th day ol
Nov., A. D. 1909, 1m aald ltlgln A. Qreenleai
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrsl
meeting of his creditor· will be held at the offloc
of the Beforee, No. 8 Market Square, South Paris
on the 29th day of Dec., A. D. 1909, at 10 o'clock
la the forenoon, at which time the aald creditor!
t
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
•och other boalae·· aa may properly oome be
·
tore aald meeting.
Booth Part·, Nov. *7.1909.
WALTXB L. θΚΑΤ.
Betee· la Bankruptcy.
In the —ilrr
ELGIN A.

(

Spend Some Time

to Save

Time.

Tbe fall of 190Θ sees a new department
organised at the Pennsylvania State College, the department of Industrial engineering. Inquiry bring· ua the information that ita courses deal with system.
The classes will atudy factory management with a view to greater production
of higher quality at lower cost, by means
of little economies.

Some of the ques-

Maine Agriculture. tions considered are: Can the machinery on this floor be arranged a little
Brief abstract of the address by Presithat less
will be

Possibilities of

dent Qeorge E. Fellows at Skowhegan
The "Possibilities of Maine Agriculture" means all the possibilities of production and development on Maine farmt>
of farm crops, grain, bay, potatoes, corn,
etc., live stock and poultry, fruit, hone;
and all otber marketable commodities
which can be produced or cared for
profitably in this climate and on out

James J. Hill, who is devoting the
latter years of his life to the agricultural development of the northwest,
says "Land without people is a wilderness.
People without land are a mob."
These two brief statements contain »
world of truth. It is the people and the
land together properly adjusted, wbicl*
make a prosperous country. The packed cities with all the industries cannot
exist without the products of the land.
The land cannot furnish the products
without people enough to properly develop and market the products of the
land.
It Is perfectly possible to demonstrate
without any exaggeration that the farm
land In Maine which is at present fit for
cultivation could support in abundance
live times the present population. Certain small countries in Enrope with less
than one half the territory of Maine,
with no better opportunities for markets, besides caring for their own people, export what would seem to us almost
a fabulous amount of farm products
Denmark, for instance, with less than
half tbe area of Maine, supports a population of over 2,000,000 and exports annually to Great Britain alone $48,000,000
worth of butter and 921,000,000 worth of
bacon. Holland, with a still smaller
area, supports over 5,000,000 people and
her exports are iqually valuable. Belgium, with a still smaller area, supports

nearly 7,000,000, although a considerable
part of her products are industrial.
What can Maine do to begin this in-

tensive cultivation of the soil and produce results which are comparable with
those obtained elsewhere? At the exposition in Seattle last summer nothing was more conspicuous than tbe skillful display of the agricultural products
and possibilities of the various counties
in the state of Washington. We all
know that however good the exhibit
from that large state, there are immense
We also
areas entirely uncultivated.
know that a great portion of their products must be shipped m far as the Atlantic coast to obtain caeh returns. I
have no hesitation in saying that if the
same county
organization and effort
were put forth here in Maine, there
would be afar greater difference betweeu
the cost of production and the selling
price here than there and a oonseqently
greater return to tbe farmers themselves. We are in a better position in
Maine just now to make a higher percentage of profit from the farms than in
some of tbe states of the middle west
which are so notably fertile. Within
two weeks I bave beard from the state
of Iowa, where they have this year had
enormous crops, that the farmers are
not as well off in comparison with the
amount of money invested aa in New
England. Tbe crops are large, but the
prices low and the distance to market
great. In addition to this, the land has
a cash value varying from $100 to $200
The crops, therefore, must be
an acre.
enormous in order to make as large a
percentage of profit on the investment
as where land can be purchased cheaper
and the distance to tbe chief markets
will continue for many years to be aa
is
great as at present. Maine at present
not cultivating as much of her land
which is suitable for farma as many
otber states. Tbe largest proportion of
aiiitahle farm land which is actually
improved is in the state of Illinois
where they cultivate SO.4 per cent of (he
farm land. In Maine, a little less than
38 per cent is cultivated. There are in
Maine 6,300,000 acres of good farm land
This
and only 2,400,000 improved.
takes do account whatever of about
25,000 square miles of forest and lake
If we were to cultivate in no imarea.
proved manner, but merely as we now
do, the product of Maine should be 2 1 4
times as much as at present. Is there
not put
any reason why Maine should
as much energy and science into the development of all the crops that can possibly be raised in Maine as into the
single crop of potatoes? It has only
been a few years since this crop has
been grown with the oare used at presTbere is now only one state which
ent.
exceeds Maine in the bushels produced
and that is New York with nearly four
times the acreage; and only two states
where the value of the crop is greater
than in Maine, these two being New
York and Pennsylvania and Pennsylvania has 2 1-2 times the acreage and exceeds the value of the Maine crop by

only 134,000.

If we are to develop th^ greatest possiblilities of Maine agriculture we must
adopt in many ways the methods in use
in other oountries and partially in ose in
other statee of this country. We migbt
almost immediately increase the production of sweet corn and poultry and
dairy products in the same proportion
that we have iacreased our potato crop.
The co-operation by means of association?, such as the cow testing associations which are now being formed in
this state, can develop almost beyond
imagination the quality and quantity of
the product. These are exactly the
methods that are used where success is
the greatest.
To sum up in a sentence what we
must do to realize the highest possibilities in Maine agriculture, is to organize,
co-operate, educate.

Thinks Pull Bloods Not Necessary.

Wuatis wanted is the cow that will
make the most butter and beef on a
reasonable amount of feed and the sheep
that will shear the most wool and make
the most mutton on a reasonable amount
of

D. 190».

[l. s.J

A true copy

TELL FLOUR Is

made from the finest specially
selected OHIO Red Winter
President John W. Burk.
Wheat.
who personally Inspects the wheat
offered for this famous flour, has an
experience of 45 years at the business.
Every shipment of grain must come
up to the long established William
Tell standard in every respect.
Ask any expert. He will tell yon that
the whitest—most delicious bread—the
lightest biscuits, the kind that melt in
of
your mouth—are made from the flour
this wheat. That's the only kind that
into—
goes

often
Hal·, Judge

Clean*· *nd btftotifta· the b*2r.
PnxnoCe* * luxuriant frowth.
Nrrer TmilM to B«stor« Gr*y

Lot

It's a matter of food. The finest food
for making strength of bone, muscle
Quaker
and nerve is fine oatmeal.
Oats is the best because it is pure, no
husks or stems or black specks. Farmers' wives are finding that by feeding
the farm hands plentifully on Quaker
Oats they get the best results In work
and economy. If you are convenient
to the store, buy the regular size packages; if not near the store buy the
2
large size family package.

Order of ITotlc· Thai «on.

Norway, Maine.

vetrs

champions.

#Springfield

NOTICE.
The subscribers hereby give notice thai they
have been duly appointed executors of the last
will and testament of
UEOKtiE VAN DYKE, late of Lancaster, In the
State of New Hampshire, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directe. AU persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately
THOMAS H. VAN DYKE.
UKOKUE S. LKWia
Nov. leth, 190a. 1KV1NU W. DKEW.

tHWDLER,

15

cords.
As a matter of fact we have athletes and strong men—men fed on
One strength making food such as
Quaker Oats—that would win in any
contest with the old Roman or Greek

Albert D. Park.

Matched Pine Sheathing for Sale.

Watch-

The old Greeks and Romans were

sell-

or

and Job Work.

....

Why W· Are Stronger.

Auction rooms, No. 2, Western Ave.

R. W. ( U WDIiEK,

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Slie or Style at reaaonable prices.

same.

If you have anything you wish to
sell or have sold at private suie bring
it in.

It cleanses, soothes,
l'ois and protects
tue diseased memrano resulting from Catarrh and drives
away aC'old in the Head quickly, Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Elv Brothers. 56 Warren Street, New York.

a^tf

buy

to

sale.

Cream Balm
Ely'squickly

J.

prepared

lot of second hand
Furniture, Sleighs, Carriages and other goods
new and second hand for

I have

Builders' Finish !

Surplus, $25,000.

treat admirers of health and strength;
their pictures and statuary made the
all muscles of the men stand out like

SECOND HAND FURNITURE.

South Paris, Maine.

and fir.

Of Norway, Maine.

STOCKS OF GOODS

A. W. Walker & Son's,

Spruce

now

am

sorts of

Coal at

Weat Sumner,

receipt

Rooms.

Auction

Edgings,

W.

a

Undivided Profits, $25,000.

New Greenhouse, South Paris.

E.

lack of

The Norway National Bank

CHRYSANTHEriUMS
are just coming along at the

Planing, Sawing

$9.0C

The Han Who
"Drives the Plow

Maine.)

on

soil.

W. 0. FROTHINGHAM, South Paris.

ENUINEER5 AND SURVEYORS.
High Street, Soutb Parle, Maine.
Telephone 111-12.

each county for sale.
(Publisher» of the Atlae of

6.0C
3.0C
1.6C !
1.0C
4.0G
2.0G
2.5C

GOODYEAR GLOVE
Best Fitting and Best
Wearing Rubbers on the Market.
Also ROBES and HORSE BLANKETS.

C.Par:

EUor;·

$6.0C

RUBBERS.

MAINS.

THS FLOW."

practical agricultural topic
U solicited.
Address all commun! cation s lo
tended tor this department to Hkitbt D
Hammokd, Agricultural Kdltor OzfOrd Dem
ocrât, Parla, Me.

Agent for

Sole

BFEKD

Correspondence

SUIT CASES.

AND

MEN'S SHOES, all Leathers, from
$2.00 to
3.60 to
MEN'S HIGH-CXJT STORM BOOTS,
2.60 to
BOYS' HIGH CUT STORM BOOTS,
.60 to
MEN'S SLIPPERS,
.60 to
BOYS' SLIPPERS,
1.60 to
LADIES' SHOES, all Grades and Leathers,
1.26 to
MISSES' SHOES, all Grades,
.60 to
LADIES* SLIPPERS and FELT JULIETS,
WOOL SHOES, GAITERS, ETC.
I In my stock of BAGS and SUIT CASES you will
find a good stock of all grades from
$1.00 to

Attorneys at Law.

''ETHEL,

"

NUMBER 50.

MAINE, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1909.

AMONG THE FABMEBS.

=====

FOOTWEAR, TRUNKS,

MAINE,

lerm· Moderate.
L.

ÏMWW Ή

Democrat.

keeping.

The great herds and flocks have beeo
bred up from the oommon stock which
was very low and inferior at the start.
This shows what the skill and art of
man can do.
Some of the herds and flocks have
been so pampered and inbred that they
have greatly deteriorated in vigor, endurance and size. Some of the cows
and ewes have lost their fertility to
breed to sires of their own blood but
will to sires of a foreign blood.. This
•bows that an outcross will greatly improve snch herds and flocks.
There must be a certain amount of

right with the atook.—Farm Journal.

BAG

differently,

so
power
waeted in transmission? Can a different
motion be devised in certain band work
that will enable five employes to do tbe
work of six? Tbe solution of such problems baa been found ao productive of
dividends that specialists are employed
to make a study of a factory or mill and
discover just what changes should be
made. If such methods will transform a
mill from a poor investment to a good
one, is it not reasonable to suppose that
the farm offers just as great opportunities, especially in view of the loose management we so often find? Some of our
question»: Will it pay me to install a
gasolene pumping outfit that will save
each day twenty minutes of the time of
each team, worth 35 to 40 cents an hour,
and now spent in going to the trougL?
Can I put in a system of simple chutes
that will save an hour a week in handling mill feed? Small items? Yes. But
all gross income up to a certain point
means nothing by way of profit; after
this point is past, all additional income
It is
on tbe same outlay is clear gain.
on the ptoflt side of tbe ledger that these
small matters of economy and convenience count. And there are dozens of
them, some to be put right with no outlay,-others at slight expense.
This question must be viewed not
only from the financial standpoint, but
from others as well. Inconvenience
It
wears out men in body and temper.
makes drudgerv of tasks that should be
insignificant. You have seen a farmer
tugging at least six times a day at a
sticking stable door or a broken down
barnyard gate. And then, many an important duty Is neglected because it cannot be handily done. This is especially
true with hired help. The hens are underfed on cold winter mornings because
it i-< no fun to shell a full peck of corn in
a

wind-racked crib.
Then, in emergencies there is often

V
I

I

By Louis Joseph Vance
Copyright, ISM. by IK· Bobfaa-fUrrill C·.

J

CHAPTER XIX.

WITHOUT

warning or presage
the still evening air was
smitten and made softly musical by the pealing of a distant cbime calling vespers to Its broth
pre
In Antwerp's hundred belfries.
Like the beating of a mighty heart
heard through the rushing clamor of
the pulses, a single deep throated bell
boomed solemnly six heavy, rumbling
strokes.
Six o'clock! Klrkwood roused out o!
bis dour brooding. The Amsterdam express would leave at 0:32, and he Iftiew
not from what station.
Striding swiftly across the premenade. he entered a small tobiicco shop
find made Inquiry of the proprietress.
His command of French was tolerable.
He experienced no difficulty in comprehending the good woman's Instruc-

him of that rare wng. Stryker.
To his way of thinking the behavior
of the flacre was quite unaccountable.
Hardly had the horse paced ofT the
length of two blorks on the quay ere
it was guided to the edge of the promenade anil brought to a stop. And the
driver twisted the reins round his
whip, thrust the latter in Its socket,

tions.
Trains for Amsterdam, she said, left
from the Gare Ceutrule. u mile or so
Monsieur had plenty
iicross the city.
of time and to spare. There was the
tram Une If monsieur did not care to

turned sldewlse on the box and began
to smoke and swing his heels, surveying the panorama of river and sunset
with complacency—a cabby, one would
venture, without a care In the world
and serene In the assurance of a genBut,
erous tip when he lost his fare.
as for the latter, she made no move.
The door of the cab remained closedlike Its occupant's mind, a mystery to

take a fiacre. If he would go by way
jf the Vielle Bourse he would discover
the train cars of the Rue Klpdorp
Monsieur was most welcome.
Monsieur departed with the more
tiaste since he was unable to repay
this courtesy with the most trifling
purchase. After a brisk walk of some
Ifteen minutes he reached the station.
A public clock reifssured him with
:he information that he had the quarter of an hour's leeway. It was only
seventeen minutes past 18 o'clock (Bel-

serious loss because something ban been
neglected. We had some splendid oat
and pea hay two summers ago. All was
in before dinner except one load. A
cloud came up and we hurried to the
field. We were at the barn door just as
it began to rain. We had neglected to
put in a plank bridge and were running gian railway time, always confusing).
an to the barn floor on a pile of rails.
Inquiring his way to the Amsterdam
The load was a little heavy; tbe rails
:rnln. which was already waiting at
was five
It
stuck.
the
horses
slipped,
he platform, be paced its length, peerminutes before the load was in, and it
Tbe bridge could have
was soaked.
ng brazenly lu at the coach windows,
low warm with hope, now shiverlog
been made in an hour. Tbe planks were
vlth disappointment, realizing as be
lying there waiting.
These are mere examples. Probably >ould not but realize that, all else
not one fits your case, but there is hard1 islde, bis only chance of rehabilitation
ly a farmer to whom the argument does
But In none
not apply. The busy season is nearly 1 ay In meeting Calendar.
aver—while your pipe glows comfortably < >f the coaches or carriages did he
by tbe stove this evening, think over , llscover any one even remotely reyour farm and buildings and find the in- , lembllng the fat adventurer, bis daugbsonveniences. Then, when you have a
er or Mulready.
shance, make that gate to replace tbe
Satisfied that they had not yet boardold bars or put in a few extra harness
handle
over 1 id the train, he stood asldu, tortured
have
to
won't
so
you
pins
vlth forebodings, while anxiously scrutwo or three sets every time you hitch
the ι Inlzing each Individual of the throng
up. By the way, when you build
gate invest 15 cents in a pair of heavy , >f Intending travelers. Perhaps they
wrought iron hinges. The sliding kind ind been delayed—by the Alethea's
ilways make trouble. And so on.
ufeness In making port, very likely.
Perhaps they purposed taking not this
What Elizabeth Misaed.
jut a later train.
Perhaps they had
(From the Memphis Nowe Sclmltar.
ilready left the city by an earlier or
Our Secretary of Agriculture, Hon. ι lad returned to England.
James Wilson, recently declared, "The
On time, the bell clangcd Its waniiverage laborer is now living better than
ng. the guards bawled theirs, doors
lid Queen Elizabeth in her time."
vere hastily opened and slammed, the
In many respects, yes. We have acι
fo groan, couplings Jolt-1
quired a great many comforts that the rucks began
zood Bess never dreamed of. She had 1I ni? as the engine chafed In constraint.
The train and Kirk wood moved
many palaces, but not one of them was
tit for the modern ramny 01 moderate
aneously out of opposite ends of the
rooms
bad
income to inhabit.
big
They
itatlon, the one to rattle and hammer
in
but
tbe
and
like,
ind rugs, tapestries,
•ound the eastern bouudarles of
winter the fireplaces smoked, and in
Ity and straighten out at top speed on
abounded.
other
and
flies
lummer
pests
he northern route for the Belgian line,
There were no beating apparatus, no
he otlmr to stroll moodily away, idle
wire screens, no toilet apartments, no
lands In empty pockets, bound alrnslevators. When tbe bead of the state
wished to take a bath a big tub was
esely anywhere-it didn't matter!
tiauled in, and in this she abluted.
Nothing whatever mattered In
the
a
on
set
out
she
When
voyage,
imallest degree. Ere now the outlook
a big,
was
its
of
finest
kind,
vehicle,
wid been dark, but this he felt to
ipringtese, heavy, awkward, jolting con- he absolute nadir of his misfortunes
or any of tbe
without
speed
ception,
resenfly after awhile, hs soon as he
:omforts. Wben she rode it was on a
■ould bring himself to It—he would ask
sum old forerunner of a saddle or on
he way and go to the American
:he pillion behind her lord treasurer or
ate. But Just now. low as the tide of
iome other accommodating statesman.
Shoes in those days were uncomfortable
'Liance had ebbed, leaving him strandtod illy made. The postal service was
fd on the flsts of vagabondage, low as
aud
the
telegraph
poorly organized, and
ihowed the measure of his self esteem.
invented.
not
were
Cooking
telephone
le could not tolerate the prospect
was done on a gross scale. Whole animals
I
>egglng for assistance.
were roasted on spits and great hunks
He found himself, neither
were carved or torn off and set before
lor caring how he had won thither.
-oyalty in that shape as before others.
There was no running water in the
η the Place Verte, the vast
tbe
was
îomes and tbe old oaken bucket
>!le of the cathedral rising on his
was
thirst
which
nedium through
•ight. hotels and quaint old world
luenched.
Iwelllngs with peaked roof» and ga
ale
or malmsey
of
a
sort
had
They
>les and dormer windows Inclosing
which was good enough for the times,
ΤΙ I
he other sides of the square.
>ut as Milwaukee bad not then become
•hlines (he could hear none but those
amous and Kentucky was an unexplored
-egion, the very best ever never touched >f the cnthodral) were heralding the
Listless and preoccu1er royal lipe nor lifted up her queenly
lour of seven.
|
ipirlts.
)Ied in contemplation of his
withal
But
deal.
a
missed
She
great
'«sc. he wandered purposelessly
ihe seems to bave enjoyed life in her
ound the square, then dropped Into a
She bad fawning
ree and easy way.
>eueh on Its outskirts.
:ourtiers and lovers and brilliant society.
It was some time later that he
tVben times were dull she would give
Iced, with a casual. IndlfTerent eye,
jlock parties, taking ber friends over to
)orter running out of the Hotel de
;he Tower to witness the official elision
)f some former favorite's head.
'landre. directly opposite, and calling
ner
distract
to
There were no airships
ι fiacre In to (he carriage block.
duties.
ber
from
ittention
queenly
As languidly he watched a woman,
There were no automobiles to force ber
'ery becomingly dressed, follow the
:o gather up her right royal petticoats
lorter down to the curb.
inn scamper scared half to death across
The flacre swung In, aud the woman
the streets. There were no trolley cars
with straps upon which she was forced < Ilsmlssed the porter before
to hold when returning tired from a
he vehicle, a proceeding so unusual
hat It fixed the onlooker's
ihopping trip. There were no trusts to
she
tbe
sweet
tbeir
at
prices
will,
fix,
le pat rigid with attention. The womust pay for what she would eat or
nan seemed to he giving explicit and
She missed the breakfast food
wear.
' ength.v directions to the driver, who
to dodge any
»ge. She did not bave
whenever she went out for ι lodded and gesticulated his compre-

the watcher.
Twilight shadows lengthened, darkStreet lights
ling, over the land.
flashed up In long, radiant ranks. And
■till the flacre lingered In inactlou;
Btlll the driver lorded It aloft In care-

ders, hid his hands lu pockets, pulled
the visor of his cap well forward over
Ills eyes and slouched past the flacre.
He could
Mrs. Hallam sat within.
silhouetted
her profile clearly
see
igalnst the light. She was bending
forward and starlug fixedly out of the
tvlndow across the driveway. Mentally he calculated the direction of her
;aze, then moved away and followed
!t with his own eyes and found himself staring at the facade of a third

I
I

I

cousu-1

I
I

knowlagl

I

venerable!
I
I
l

|

ture

nor

takers when on

moving pic·
royal trips through
avoid

There

suoh
things in those days as appendicitis and
pellagra. Tbe awful bacilla and microbes which tbe scientists find nowadays in everything from drinking mugs
to kisses, had not come to warn us of
death's ceaseless lurkings.
Taking all in all, while admitting that
the well-paid working man of to-day has
vory many comforts, we must insist that
Queen Elisabeth had much to be tbank[
ful for, and missed some things for
which she sbonld have been thankful
had she only known.
the

dominions.

were

no

a

opinion as

—Farm Journal.

of

I lensloii.

The woman was Mrs. HalJatn.

The first blush of recognition passed,
eavlng Kirkwood without any amaze-

j

I

ac-l

It was an easy matter to
tient.
°"»t for her being where ahe was.
Thrown off the scent by Kirkwood at
! 5heerness the previous morning, she
ind missed the day boat, the same
ivhlch had ferried over those whom
, ihe pursued.
Returning from
less to Queensborough. however, she
lad taken the night boat for Flushing
ind Antwerp, and not without her
)lan. She was not a woman to waste
Kirkwood be1er strength aimlessly.

leved that she had had from the first

very definite campaign In rlew. In
hat campaign Queensborough pier
lad been the first strategic move, the
lourney to Antwerp, apparently, the
second, and the American was im·
iressod that he was witnessing the
nceptlon of the third decided step.
The conclusion of this process of
ι jonlng was Inevitable—madam would

ιι

I

I
I
I

Tea-1

Jear

watching.

Thus was a magical transformation
Drought about. Instantaneously lassl-1
ude and vain replnlngs were replaced
In a
5y hopefulness and energy.
twinkling the young man was on bis I
feet, every nerve a-thrill with excite-

nent

11
|

Mis. Ha lia m, blissfully. Ignorant ο
this surveillance over her movements,
took her place In the flacre. The driver
:lucked to his horse, cracked his whip
ind started off at a slow trot—a pace
which Kirkwood Imitated, keeping
ïlmself at a discreet distance In the

Klrkwood kept at

a

dUcrtel dUtunoe.

hotel. Above Its roof the gilded
ettere of a sign, catching tbo Illumina
Jon from below, spelled out the title
>f "Hotel du Commerce."
Mrs. Hallam was Interested lu the
Sotel du Commerce?
Thoughtfully Klrkwood fell back to
ale former point of observation, now
he richer by another object of suspicion, the hostelry. Mrs. llallum was
ivaltlng and watching for some one
:o enter or to leave that establishment
It sécmed a reasonable inference to
lraw.
Woll, then, so was Klrkwood
He deemed It
10 less than the lady.
rate

julte conceivable that their objects
were Identical.
He started to beguile the time by
wondering what she would do if—
Of a sudden he abandoned this Une
)f spéculation and, catching his breath,
held It, almost afraid to credit the

truth that for once his anticipations
were being realized under his very

»yee.

Against the lighted doorway of the
Hotel du Commerce the figures of two
men

they

Sheer-1

the proposition that she was a persnr
It made n>
of remarkable address.
matter one way or the other. He had
lost Mrs. Ilallam. but Calendar and
Mulready he could put his finger on
They hnd undoubtedly pono off to thr
Alethea to confer again with Sirybet
-that was, unless they proposed sail

this game. Mul. About the first thing Is
that you must trust old man Know-Itill, which is me. I've run more diamonds into the States In one way or
another in my time than you ever
out of the shirt front of a toff

pinched

the Empire Prom, before they
made the graft too hot for you and
in
pou came to take lessons from me
the gentle art of living easy."
"Oh. cut that, rawn't you?"
"Delighted, dear boy. One, of the
first principles, next to profiting by the
admirable example I set you. Is to
make the fellows In your own line
trust you. Now, If this boy had taken
on

an with me I could have got a bunch
■>f the sparklers on my mere sa.v-so
from old Morganthau, up on Flnsbury
[)avement. He does a steady business
lioodwinklng the customs for the bensfit of his American clients—and himself. And I'd 've made a neat little
iirofit besides, something to fall back
I don't mind
in If this felK through.

!

on the lirlgantlne. possibly at turn
of tide that night.
Panic gripped his soul and shook It
as a terrier shakes η rat. when lie «·οη

tiaviug two strings to my bow."
"Yes," armied Mulready, "but sup-

lng

int·

l'Uiiuu i,r,

with
pose this Klrkwood had taken on
pou r.nd then peached."
You've got
"That's another secret.
to know your man, be able to size him
I called on this chap for that
up.
i-ery purpose, but I saw at a glance he
wasn't our man. He smelled a nigger
In tho wood pile and most politely told
But If he had
me to go to the devil.
he'd have died before he
come In
squealed. I know the breed. There's
honor among gentlemen that knock9

the honor of thieves hljher'n a kite,
the old saw to the contrary—nothing
ioing. You understand me, I'm sure,
Mulready," he concluded, with envenomed sweetness.
"I don't see yet how Klrkwood got
anything to do with Dorothy."
"Miss Calendar to you, Mr. Mul"There,
ready!" suapped Calendar.
there, now! Don't get excited. It was
when the Ilallam passed me word that
man from the Yard was waiting on
the altar steps for me that Klrkwood
He was dining close by. I
•ame In.
went over and worked on Ills feelings
until he agreed to take Dorothy off

a

If I had attempted to
my hands.
leave the place with her they'd have
spotted me for sure. My compliments
to you, Dick Mulready."
There came the noise of chair legs
scraped harshly on the cabin deck.
Vpparently Mulready had leaped to
ills feet In a rage.
"I've told you"— he began In a voice

mr

iui

ι*»β»

«κ

hick with passion.
"Oh. sit down!" Calendar cut In conemptuously. "Sit down! D'you hear?
I'hat's all over and done with. We unlerstand each other now, and you

«.»«.

were
came

momentarily sketched as
hurriedly forth, and of the

two one was short and stout and even
it α distance seemed to bear himself
ivlth au accent of assertlveness, while
the other was tall and heavy of sboul1er.
Side by side they marched in step
across the embankment to the bend of
ihevquuy gangway, descending without
pause to the landing stage. Klrkwood,
banging breathlessly over the guard

rail, could hear their footfalls ringing
In hollow rhythm on the planks of the
Inclined way, could oven discern Cal-

endar's unlovely profile In dim relief
beneath one of the waterside lights,
and he recognized unmistakably Mulready's dfrep voice, grumbling inartic-

ulately.

At the outset be had set after them
with Intent to accost Calendar, but their
pace had been swift and his irresolute.
He bung fire on the issue, dreading to
reveal himself, unable to decide which
were the better course—to pursue the
men or to wait and discover what
Mrs. Hallam was about In the end
be waited and had his disappointment
for recompense.
For Mrs. Hallam did nothing Intelligible. Hud she driven over to the hobard upon the departure of the
men he would bave believed that she
wus seeking Dorothy and would, furthermore, have elected to crowd their
tel

m ot V» cafc bat PTOftpd to break Interview

If she succeeded In

çbtalnlnp

won

|

CHAPTER XX.

1

•eady surlily.

shooting

the traces."
"Well Γ
"Well, she's queered

>ver

We
us here.
;an't do anything if ray lady Is going
:o camp on our trail and tell everybody
The
re're shady customers, can we?
before the board Is,
now
, juestion
Where now—and how?"
Mulready chimed In.

"Amsterdam."

•I told you that In the beginning."
"The
"But how?" argued Calendar.
we can t
Lord knows I'm willing, but
to the Hallam.
po by rail, thanks
We've got to lose her first of all."
s the
"But wot I'm arskln* Is wot

matter wlth"Nothing, so
"The Alcthea, cap'n?
But
far as Dick and I are concerned.
Is prejudiced.
my dutiful daughter
She's been so long without proper pa-

He flushed hotly In the
to a pause.
The captain was retailing
darkness.
with relish some of his most successful witticisms at Klrkwood's expense.
Mnlready laughed with him, li a litCalendar'· chuckle
tle uncertainly.

ternal discipline,"

Calendar laughed,

Of
"that she's rather high spirited.
her objeccourse I might overcome
and every
tion·, but the girl's no fool,
to bear Just
rune· of pressure I bring
helps make her more restless

the

now only
and suspicious."

pause that followed.
"I don't know," he aald with doubtlanded
ing emphasis. "You say you
him without a penny In hla pocket?
I don't call that a good pian at all. Of

he ain't a factor, but—well,
It might *ve been as well to give him
his fare home. He might make trouble
for us somehow. 1 don't mind telling
Peran ass.
you. cap'n, thut you're
sonally I'm kind of sorry for the boy.
He wasn't α bad sort, as his kind rune,
and be was no fool, from what little I

s lu m-a.

he Hallam. That milk and water offering of hers Is the apple of her eye,
ind Freddie's going to collar the whole
match or madam will kick

Stryker's fleering laugh brought him

broke

uioiute.v

]

jluie. At last he stood within striking
Bistonce of his quarry.
The syllables of his surname ringing
clearly In his ears and followel bj

andlble, but be

mort*

"I do," returned Calendar easily
'We're both In the shadow of Jail,
Uul. my boy. since you choose to ta':o
he reference as personal. Sing Sin?,
It's golowever, yawns for me alone.
' ng to keep on yawning, too. unless I
nlss my guess. I love my native land
nost to death, but"—
"Ow, blow that!" Interrupted the
"Let's 'ear about
•aptaln irritably.
he 'Allnm. Wot're you afryd of?"
"Trald rhe'll set up a yell when
ihe finds nut we're planting the loot,
She's Ju«t that vindictive,
tap'n.
rott'd think she'd l>e satisfied with her
>nd of the stick, but you don't know

He may have been keeping
in sight
well forward by Stryker's instructions,
or he may have crept off for forty
Whatever tbe reason for his
winks.
absence from the post of duty, KIrkwood was relieved not to have him to
deal with and. drawing himself gently
In over the rail, made the painter fast
and stepped noiselessly over toward
the lighted oblong of the companionway. A murmur of voices from below
comforted him with the knowledge
that he had not miscalculated this

not

any

Although Mulready consented to be
wclfied. Kirk wood got the Impression
hat the man was far gone In drink.
Y moment later he heard him growl
•Chin-chin!" antlphonal to the cap·
aln's "Cheer-o!"
then." Calendar proposed,
"Now,
'Mr Kirkwood aside—peace be with
llm—let's get down to cases."
"VVot's the row?" asked the captain.
"The row. cap'n, is the Hallam fenule, who has unexpectedly shown up
η Antwerp, we have reason to believe,
vlth malicious Intent and a private deee'lve to add to the gayety of na1 Ions."
"Wore the odds? She enrn't 'urt us
without lyln' up trouble for 'erself."
"Mighty little consolation to us when
fve're working It out In Jail."
"Speak for yourself." grunted Mill·

Kirk wood had paused to moralize
u|K)u the discovery, he would have
laid It all at the dour of his lucky
star uiid would have been wrong
We who have never stoope.l to pettj
larceny know that the oars lmd been
placed there nt the direction of hla
evil genius bent upon facilitating his
descent Into the a vermis of crime.
Unhitching the painter, he set one
oar against the gunwale of th·· boat
and wttb α powerful thrust sent his
own (let us so enII It for convenience»
stern first out upon the rlrer. then sat
him composedly down, titted the oars
to their locks and began to pull straight
across stream, trusting to the current
to carry him down to the Alethea. lie
had already marked down that vessel's
riding light and that not without a
glow of gratitude to see It still aloft
and In proper juxtaposition to the river
bank, proof that It had not moved
He pulled a good oar. reckoned his
distance prettily and. shipping the
blades at Just the right moment,
brought the little boat In under the
brlgautlne's counter with scarce α Jar.
An element of surprise be held essential to the success of his plan, what
ever that might turn out to be.
Standing up, be caught tbe brlgantir.e's after rail with both bands, one
of which held the painter of the purloined boat, and lifted hie head above
A short survey of the
tbe deck Une.
deserted after deck gave him further
assurance. The anchor watch was not

was

try

[t'a h square deal and a square divide
If we stick toια far's I'm concerned.
gether there'll be profit enough for all
Hincerned. Sit down, Mui, and Lave
mother slug of the captain's bum
•urn."

stowed beneath the thwarts

IF

I
ofl

fiends

Mulready.
"Owî" interrogated Calendar, mimicking Stryker's accent inimitably.
"Well, you've got a heap to learn about

Really

oars

I

constitutional

>Pr?8en"y

mercy of the public. Nowhere about
wus I»» able tu discern a wntchm.in.
Without a «julver of hesitation-moments wore Invalunble. If what he
feared were true— be strode to the
cangwny. passed down and with a!>
solute nonchalance dropped Into the
nearest boat, stepping from one to another until he had gained the outermost. To his Joy he found a pair of

I

»

I

ίο

bel

samera

made a neat little wad on it."
"The more fool you to take outsiders Into your confidence," grumbled

rt~

io Its fall and was not
He was wholly unconscious of the
change. Ueneaih hi in. In a space be
tween the quays bridged by the ranguay. a number of rowboats. a putative
score, lay moored for the nl-rht and
gently rul.blng against each other with
the soundless lift and fall of the river
For all that Klrkwood could determine

j
thel

Interest)

while chasing or not, and. pondering
the woman's singular action, lie
traced his steps to the promenade rail
he t0,d himself he under
Stood
Dorothy was no lunger of her
He had a suspicion
fathers party.
/hat Mulready's attitude had made li
seem advisable to Calendar either to
leave the girl behind In Kngland or to
segregate her from his associates ft;
if not lodged In another
Antwerp,
quarter of the city or left behind she
wae probably traveling on ahead to
a destination n»bleh he could bv no
And Mrs. Hallam' was
means guess.
If ti.ore worn
looking for the girl
Jewels In that gladstone La;:
Calendar would naturally have had
no hesitation al>out Intrusting tlieiu to
his daughter's care, and .Mrs. Hallam
avowedly sought nothing else. Hostile woman had found cut that such
was the case Klrkwood did not stop
to reckon unless he explained It on

lng

I
I

entering!

Once before. If you'll remember-no,
that was before we got together, Mulready—I picked up a fellow countryHe was down
man on the Strand.
and out. Jumped at the Job, and we

The
And he had no wish to swim
clothes he stood In. with what was
left of his self respect, were all that
J
he could c.iii i,js mru on f|,nf sj !(>
rf·
on
the North sen. Not a boatman
Scheldt w< nld so much as conshl.i·
accepting three English jemls Ι·ι ox
change for boat hire. In brief. It b.·
gan to look as if he were either U
swim or to steal a boot.
Γ'ροη such slender threads of drcum
Rtance depends our boasted mora!
In one tleeting minute Kirk
health
mine
wood's conception of the law
and thine. Its Juandatlons nlrendv In
aldlouslr undermined by a series ο/
cumulative misfortunes, toppled crash

I

a|

adventurer* to appear, had been conHe could
tent with eight of them.
hardly beMeve that of the woman It
tun't like her.
He started across the drlvewav after
the flacre. but it was lost in a tangle
of side streets before he could make
ap his mind whether it was worth

the other und to hliu Invisible door.
Γο resolve the matter finally he took
advantage of the darkness, turned up
Ills coat collar, hunched up his shoul-

I

nol

business?"
"Oh. that!" Calendar laughed shortly. "That was partly accident, partly
Inspiration. I happened to see his
He'd put
name on the Pless register.
himself down as from Frisco. I figured It out that he would be next door
to broke and getting desperate, ready
to do anything to get home, and
thought we might utilize blm to smuggle some of the stuff Into the States.

esls-Dorothy had already been splr
Interesting developments, wore upon Ited aboard the vessel: Cnlcidar and
the watcher's nerves and made hliu his confederates, delaying to Join he;
at once Impatient and suspicious. Now from enigmatic motives, were now
that he had beguu to doubt he con- aboard, and pivseutly the word would
ceived It as quite possible that Mrs. be. Up anchor and away!
Were I hey a; nil) to elude him? Not
Hallam. who was capable of anything,
I*
should have stolen out of the cab by he swore. If he !:nd to swim for

I
thol

wretched!
lyilfli

Mulready chimed In
"Possibly."
suavely, "you can explain what you
wanted of him lu the first place. How
did you come to drag him Into this

lng eastward from the embankment.
Kirk wood was. then, to believe that
Mrs. Hallam. having taken all thai
trouble and having waited for the two

!

I wonder what he want-

of him

ed."

eelved this frightful propositi m
in his confusion of mind lie evolved
spontaneously an entirely n-w byj otli

I

I

«aw

with th.· girl. But she did nothing
of the sort. For a time the flacre remained η s It hud been ever since stopping; then, evidently admonished by
his fare, the driver straightened up.
knocked out his pipe, disentangled
reins and whip and wheeled the
equipage back on the way It had come
disappearing In a dark side street lead
oue

free abandon.
In the course of time this Inertia
where ho had looked for action, this
dull suspense when he had forecast

sltiiul-1

great diversity
Tbere seems to be
to bow much it costs to produce a bushel of potatoes, one season
with another. In a recent issue of this
paper Mr. Knights said that in Aroostook County he could raise them at a
by care and breeding that there are fraction less than 50 cents per barrel,
grade· that with the aame care and keep- while C. F. Davis, one of tbe good farming will equal many of the full blood*. ers of Corinna, tells us that be has kept
One can by selecting the best grado a
very close account and it will take
cows have a choice dairy herd that will
very olose figuring for a farmer in Censo
not
be hardy, vigorous and enduring,
tral Maine to produoe the crop if be has
liable to take on disease, such tbe farm- to hire help and buy phosphate at any
have.—Cor.
and
Turf,
should
er
try
less than 50 cent· per bushel and get
Farm and Home.
anything for hi· own time and pay for
his land. So there It goes. Tbe cost
make
We believe every farmer should
depends upon the season, tbe conditions
learu
or
and
one
a specially of some
crop
upon which no man can calculate
how to grow this one orop to perfection. change, and last of all largely upon tbe
There is a great solenoe growing np man behind the boe.—Turf, Farm and
around the growth and perfection of Home.
every farm crop, and no man can hope
to succeed In growing a crop to perfecSoatter a little grain amobg litter at
tion and getting from It a satisfactory noon, and
give a full feed at night.
income unless he employs methods cal- What is meant by a fall feed of grain is
culated to give tbe best result·.
aboat η good handful for each fowl in
tbe pen. A mixture of corn, wheat, oats
Go down to tbe barn every night after and barley, equal part· by measurement,
supper and see that everything I· all makes an excellent mixture for winter.

alloy in the pnre metal· and so with tbe
domestic animals that are called full
blood·. The Galway cross greatly improved tbe Shorthorns.
The common stock has so improved

Γ me Ί
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into η run whenever It should provt
necessary
Such exertion, however, was not re
quired of him. Evidently Mrs. Hallarc
was In no great haste to reach hei
The speed of the flacre
destination.
remained extremely moderate, and
Kirkwood found a long, brisk stride
fast enough to keep it well In sight.
Round the green square, under the
beautiful walls ftf Notre Dame d'An
rers, through Grande plnce and past
the Hotel de Ville the cab proceeded,
dogged by what might plausibly be asserted the most persistent and Infatuated soul that ever «Tossed the water,
and so on Into the ^ran Dyck quay,
turning to the left at the old Steen
duugeon and, Rlowing to a walk, mov
lng soberly up the drive.
Beyond the Up of the embankment
the Scheldt flowed. Its broad, shining
surface oily, smooth and dark, a mirror for the Incandescent glory of the
skies. The life ftj the river was gone,
and at their mooiings the ships swung
In great quietness, riding lights glimmering like low. wan stars.
In the company of the latter the
young man marked down the Alethea,
Β eight which made him unconsciously
clinch both flsts and teeth, reminding

course

I

In"You leave her to me," Mulready
"I'll
a brutal laugh.
with
terposed,
or
guarautee to get her aboard
advised
"Drop It, Dick." Calendar
with that
quietly, "and go a bit easy
bottle for Ave minutée, can't you?"

[to

be

c

ontimkd.]

It is easier to appear worthy of a
the
position one does not held than of
office one fllle.-La Rochefoucauld.

Bethel.
West Parle.
afternoon the fnnerel of Mr.
the
at
Sunday
attendance
good
Oxford Democrat,
The following Fohn 8. Allen was beld in the M. B.
Masonic installation.
I3SVK» TUESDATS.
officers
installed
were
by Past District ; jhurcb, of which Mr. Allen waa a mem·
ΓΗΕ DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL |
aer, and the pastor, Rev. C. L. Bang·
Deputy Benton Swift:
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
iart, paid a loving tribute to him aa a
W. M.-J. K. Brook.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, DEC. 14, 1900.
nan who waa Interacted in the ohnroh
8. W —C. L. Bldlou.
J. W.—Samuel Re tee, Jr.
work, generous, and above all a devoted
Parts HUL
8ec.—L. B. Swan.
father and husband. The Knighta of
Tnu.-C. B. Lue, Jr.
Α Γ WOOD A
FORBES. Π ret Baptist Church, Bev. Q. W. Γ. Hill, pasS. D.—L. H. Pooler.
Pythlaa attended in a body, alao Bear
tor.
Alton
Btcknell.
Praichlng
every Sunday at 10 .-45 a. m.
D.—J.
J.
River Grange, of which be waa a mem·
Κd Iter· ud Pr«prl«tart.
Sunday School at IS. Sabbath evening service
S. 8.—O. A. Kimball.
>er.
There waa a large attendance of
at 7 a».
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
J. 8.—O. G. Chandler.
GROROS M. ATWOOD.
▲. E. fouu.
Covenant Meeting the Last rrlday before
130.
and relatlvea. The floral tributes
fiieods
Mar.—C- T. Barden.
All
the let Sunday of the month at i SO p. ■.
Tyler—A. L. Bacon.
were many and beautiful and were tokena
Tekm* —41.30 a year If palit strictly In advance. not otherwise connected are ocrdlally Invited.
A male quartette composed of Messrs. >f respeot for the one who had gone and
Otherwise 12.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent».
Mise Persia X. Andrews was at home Irish, Wheeler, Dunham and Tuell, sang ; dso of sympathy for the widow and Ave
ADVKK-riSKKiurrs:—AU legal advertisements
installation music. A short pro- little ohildren. The burial waa in Newry.
-ire riven three consectlve Insertions for 11-30 for a few days last week, returning Sat- the
The W. C. T. U. have prepared comper tnch In length of column. Special contracta urday to Medford, Mass., where she will gramme followed the installation con|
mode with local, transient and yearly advertissisting of duet by Mrs. Irish and Mrs. fort baga to aend to the lumber campa.
spend the winter.
er».
Mr. Oilman Bean, who has been ill for
Albert E. Davie· was with hie family | Bates; vocal solo, Alice Barden; vocal
Job P»urn*o
New type, fast presses, electric
solo, Mrs. Bates; piano solo, Madge lome time, ia Improving.
power, experienced workmen and low prices here Saturday and Sunday.
combine to make this department of oar buslThursday afternoon the Ladiea' Club
Admiral and Mrs. Lyon left Friday Tuell.
n·»·* complete aud popular.
Mrs. F. S. Farnum has a nice line of if the Congregational aociety beld the
for Boston and New Tork and will go a j
millinery whicb she is selling at reduced annual Christmas aale and chicken pie
little later to the West Indies.

Backfleld.
The fanerai of Jason Miller Book wh
leld from the Baptist vestry Wednesday
,t10:80 o'clock, Rev. Mr. Lamb offlolatag. Mr. Buck bae lived at the Buckleld town farm for many yean and
fcken great Interest in its management,
le was the son of Melcar Book, and is

|

I. H. Morrill, Saturday. Mr. Allen will
tarry a fall line of staple groceries, boots
ind shoes and gent's furnishings. Mr.
Ulen has been bead clerk for the I. W.
shaw Co. for a number of years, and is
leserving of liberal patronage.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Shaw went to their
jome in Geneva, Ν. Y., Saturday, after
ι two weeks' visit with Mr. Shaw's faher, Mr. Wilson Shaw.

THE OXFORD BEAKS.

ESTA BLISHED 1:83.

«nVOLE COPIES.

Single Copies of the Democrat are four cent·
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
*.he publishers or for the convenience of patrons
jingle copies of each Issue have been placed on
-ale at the following places In the County :
ShurtleflT'» Dru* Store.
Noyés* Drug Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.

south Paris.

Norway,

Ruckfle'd.
Hill,
Paris,

Mrs. Harlow. Poet Offlce.
Samuel T. White.

Parle
West

Coming Evente.
Dec. 15.—Farmers' Institute, West Paris.
Jan. 4.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Norway.
Jan. 4, 5. β.—Exhibition of Western Maine Poultry Association, South Paris.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Our 23d Annual Christmas Sale.
A Merrv Xmas
Men's Furnishings.
When You Kxpcct.
Christmas Presents.
For Christmas Gifts Buy Footwear.
Hull·!*? Goods.
Lovers' of M uslc.
Holiday (ilfts.
Holldav Goods.
Merrv Christmas to All.
Cook's.
5-A Horse Blankets.
For Sale.
Probate Notices.
Auction.
Notice of Bankruptcv.
Appointment of Administrator.
Flower*. PUnts, Ferns.
Keady for Xma*.

The President's Message.
President Taft's message to congress
at the opening of the session last week
seems to have been received with general
favor, except that it is damned with
faint praise by those who do not find in
it so much as they wish regarding the
matters of regulation of corporations,
conservation, important
trusts, and
topics just now, but which are left to
be perhaps considered in future special

messages.
In regard to the tariff, the president is
opposed to further changes until the new
tariff commission bas ha-' time to secure
detiaite information as to the cost of
production here and abroad, which will
require some time, probably two or
three years.
He also is opposed to any congressional investigation at present of the customs
frauds charged in the New York custom
bouse, as it might interfere with the
couviction of the guilty parties.
He favors a system of postal savings
banks.
Other projects which he recommends
are:

A ship subsidy to encourage American
shipping.
Publicity of political contributions in
elections of members of Congress.

Civil pensions.
A higher rate of postage on periodicals
and magazines.
A fund of $>0,000 to aid in suppressing

the white slave" trade.
A commission to evolve a plan to expedite legal procedure and mitigate the
"law's delays."
Construction of an artificial island
and fortification in the entrance of
Chesapeake Bay, two battleships and
one repair ship for the navy and the establishment of an extensive naval base
at Pearl Island, Hawaii.
A national bureau of health.
Statehood for New Mexico and Arian appointive governor and
zona and
executive council for Alaska.
Civil control of the lighthouse board
and separation of the National Astro·
ohinmtiiri fmm nival control.
Celebration in 1913 of the semi-centen
niai of negro emancipation and re-im
bursement of the depositors of the tie
funct Freedmau's Trust ά Savings ί ο
He reports the country t> be in a high
state of prosperity, and adds "There
every reason to believe that we are on
the eve of a substantial business expau
eion, and we have just garnered a bar
vest unes impled in tlie market value <>f
our

agricultural products."

Oxford Pomona Grange.
Oxford Pomona Grange held its an
nu&l meeting at the hall of Paris Grange,
South Paris, Tuesday. Officers for the
year were elected, and were installed by
John A. Roberts of V-trwav, with Mr.
and Mrs. G. W. Q Perham of Bryant s
Pond agisting. The officers are as follows:
M .—Richard II. Gates. W< st Part·».
O.—Meurv .IM-ou, Otlstlel 1.
L.-Carrle A. Robert*. Norway.
8 —.1. H. K<twarK Oxford.
Treas -L. E. Mclntlre. Κ tel Waterford.
*ec —Mr-, S. K. Jackson, South Parts
Chap.—Rev. J. H. Llltie, Bethel.
A. S.—A M Rver-o·, Pari*.
G. K.—W. A. lîartlftt. Hebron.
Pomona-Mre. l.ottl·· Gate». West Parte.
Cerw-Mrs. Mabel .Hilton. oU-fleM.
Flora—M ru. Kl a Me-erve. Oxf «rd.
L. A. S.—Mrs. Clira Ryer*on. Parti.

January meeting will be held at Norway Grange Hall, tirst Tuesday.
Opening ceremony.
Kouttne work
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Christmas Music.

At the South Paris Universalis church
Sunday the music will be as follows:
See Now the Altar Garlanded with

There

Miss Julia Brinckle of Wilmington,
Del., is visiting relatives here for a few

prices
goods.

«μ a

to

make

room

for

Christmas

Rev. I. S. Macduff went to Lewieton
Mrs. Fred Shaw is visiting in Auburn, | Thursday to see Rev. Hannah Powell of
South Paris, who is ill at the Central
where Mr. Shaw Is employed.
Miss Edna M. Luce returned to her j Maine Hospital.
the
for
home in New Vineyard last week
Quite a large party from West Paris
of young people attended the dance at
Christmas vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark P. Shaw entertain- Morrison's Hall, North Paris, Friday
sd four tables at whist Tuesday evening. evening.
W. E. Bosserman, Miss Mildred BosA very pleasant time was enjoyed.
There will be a Christmas tree and I serman of Bethel, H. A. Bacon, Ralph
entertainment at the Baptist church on Bacon, Mrs. James Day, Mrs. Harry
Saturday evening, the 25th ins t., to] Entes, Mrs. Flora Cole, and H. D. Berry
of Bryant's Pond and Walter Bacon of
which everyone is invited.
The schools closed a successful term Norway were in town Wednesday to attend the funeral of Mrs. Elfreda L.
Friday. Pupils not absent:
ierald Curtis,
Perry.
Maynard Curtis,
\llce Hutchlns,
Clyde Shaw,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mclntire of CasMa Stiles,
Ronald Shaw,
tine, Me., are the guests of Mrs. McLeona Thayer,
Ylexamler Stearns,
Intire'e uncle, H. H. Wardwell.
LUa Proctor.
L,eou Proctor,
Wednesday, Dec. 15th, at 10:30 A. u.,
Absent one-half day:
and 1:30 p. m.. at the new Grange Hall
Lewis Proctor.
lllce Curtle,
the Maine Department of Agriculture
Absent one day:
will hold a farmers' institute to which
Lois Curtis,
Bessie Thayer,
all are cordially invited.
kladolln Thayer.
John Marshall has moved his family
to Bangor.
Qreeawood.
Miss Josie Hall of Groveton, Ν. H.,
Five inches of snow Tuesday night, I
rausing it to look again like winter, and is visiting friends in town.
Mrs. Charles Stowell and Mrs. George
itill the ponds at nearly low water mark,
rom which it is natural to infer that if [ Woodsum of Locke's Mills were weekend guests of Mrs. L. H. Penley.
ίο more rain falls till spring there will
Mrs. Emma W. Mann has returned
>e a dearth of water.
Several more deer and another big fat | from Peterboro, Ν. H., where she has
skunk taken since the snow, and to-day been working in a millinery store.

weeks.

hey

y

are

after the former game as

as ever.

eager-1

Weat Sumner.

Oliver G Whitman, who sold his farm
tome time ago, has bought the place
>wned by his son, Leslie Whitman, at
Locke's Mills, who has
bought the
Joseph Fairbanks stand near by and
uoved on to it. The other will move
>uch goods as can be spared during the
nr inter, bur will remain on the farm till
ipring for the purpose of using up the

hay according

to

agreement.

W. E. Doble has gone to Hartford to
teach the winter term of school.
Emil Barrett, little son of P. G. Barrett, fell on the edge of a chair Saturday,
cutting a gash near his left eye. The
eye is badly swollen and inflamed. He
is under the care of Dr. H. F. Atwood.
A. G. Hadley moved to Greenwood

Tuesday.

|

There are several persons on the sick
ist at this writing*:
Adoniram Swan is now boarding with !
Calvin Cole, and has a trouble in his
tiead.
Alon Cole who, while at work for
Herbert King, was taken with nervous
prostration aud was obliged to give up
tiis job. His wife has come home from
Oxford and is caring for him.
Mrs Austin Morgan is sick of pneu-1
monia and her recovery is said to be
ioubtful.
Fred Cole's little six-year-old boy I
underwent
an
operation for
l>endicitis and was doing well when last
heard from.
Clyde Dunham has been prostrated
«everal days, threatened with pnemonia, j
but is now convalescing.
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs. I
Arthur Tracy yesterday, but survived
»nly a few hours.
Mrs. Wesley Ring is visiting at the I
Bennett place, and now the conversation
>f the women underneath, and the humming of the telephone wire overhead,
make both vocal and instrumental music,
the first mentioned, of course, sounding
the sweetest.

|

|

ap-1

j

|

|

Mrs. Austin Morgan is critically ill at
this writing, Saturday morniDg, with

Mrs. Sarah Underwood of Boston is
with her sister, Mrs. Alice Buck.
James Buck left for Auburn Thursday, where be expects to spend a few

days.

Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Stetson have returned from New Hampshire, where
they have been to visit friends.
Mr. Melville Dunham, who has been
failing physically and mentally, was
taken suddenly insane Friday of last
week. At this writing he is very low.
Alvin Swift, wife and little son, of
West Paris, were here Tuesday, called
here by the illness of Mr. Swift's foster
father, Mr. Dunham.
There will be a concert and Christmas
tree in the Baptist church Christmas
evening, Friday, 24th. All are invited
to come and bring their presents.
Mrs. Cornelia Moody of Hebron is the
guest of her brother, R. N. Stetson.
Walter Farrar of Hartford visited his
brother, A. G. Farrar, Saturday.
The dinner served by the Ladies' Aid
of the Univerealist church in the vestry
the Sth inst. was a success, being well attended. Another dinner will be served
Dec. 22.
Mies Elizabeth Atwood of Norwood,
Mass., is spending a few weeks with her
brother and wife, Dr. and Mrs. H. F.
Atwood.

East Sumner.
pneumonia.
The death of Charles M. Boeworth ocKenneth, second son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Cole, was operated upon this week curred on Tuesday forenoon, Dec. 7th.
for appendicitis at his home by Dr. Web- Age 23 years. He had been ill for sev-

He has a trained eral months from tubercular disease of
of Lewiston
The boy is the lungs and his death caused no surnurse also from that city.
as
well as could be expect- prise.
getting along
ed.
The quarterly meeting of the Oxford
Freeland Herrick is again able to be Baptist Association will be held with
out, after being laid up fur several nays the church at East Sumner on Dec. 15from a badly cut foot.
10.
There will be a dance at Cole's Hall
Mrs. Ella S. Heald had a sale of some
night before Christmas with good music. of ber paintings on Tuesday. They
Nellie Tubbs is working for her aunt, make good house oruameuts and are deMrs Ernest Curtis.
sirable gifts for Christmas. She had
quite a collection which found a ready
West Lovell.
sale.
S. Robinson, accompanied by his
Irving Bowley cut hie ankle Monday
and a physician took live stitches in daughter, Mrs- Addie Keene, visited
Lewiston
last week and noted the "Merdressing it.
Many more would
Ζ McAllister and son plowed Monday, chants' Display."
and Tuesday are making sleds prepara- bave taken in "Merchants' Week" bad
there been any late trains for them to
tory to drawing pulp wood.
Mrs. Aman.la McAllister is at home return on. Two hours is altogether too
from her brother's. Charles Seavey's, in short a time to note the attractions of
two cities.
Stow.
Next Sunday, Dec. 19, will be observAlexander Liroque and son have finished sawing poplar for Chandler Broth- ed as "Forefathers' Day" at the Congregational church and the pastor will deers of Chatham.
Fred Stearns and Oris LeBaron had liver a sermon appropriate to the occasion.
ti«herman's luck on their hunting trip to
Mrs. Julia (Barrows) Jennings is sufNorth Stow.
fering from a bad sprain of the aDkle,
caused by falling down a flight of stairs
Hebron.
at the Russell store.
It is a wonder
Hebron Grange held an all day meetthat the accident was not more serious.
ing Dec. Sth, and elected the following
Owing to the mild weather very few
officers:
pigs have been killed. Who can recall a
Master—A. E. George.
time
when round hogs sold for any highOverseer— I». B. Perry.
er price than
now? Twelve cents per
Lecturer—Mr» L L Keene.
Steward—Lleweltvu Keene.
pound, and sixteen for salt pork and
Asst. Steward—W. G. Conant.
lard, is a pretty stiff price. Try her« hi plain—1>. F Camming*.
Treasurer—C. H. George.
rings for mince pies.
Secretary—Edna George.
ber

Gate·Keeper—C.

A. Marshall
Cere»—Mr». A. E. George.
Pomona—Mr·. L G. Perry.
Kiora—Mr*. K. W. Cu»hiuan.
Lii-lv A est. Stewar I—Mr». W. G Conant.
< horl'ter—W. srott Bearce.
organist—Mrs. J A. lllUlu.
Librarian—Gertie George.
A»«t. Librarian -LUzïe Phillips.

West Bethel.
"Just to ilo the very beet that Id us lies each day;
Just to glean the sunbeams, and toes the clouds
away ;
ust to keep on hoping, though disappointments
grow;
Just to let a healing smile follow the tear-drop's

flow;
Mr. and Mrs. R >y Webber and daugh- Just to be as loving as we can, and kind and
true,
ler of Kumford have been the guests of
Clinging to the "Golden Rule" In all that we
his mother, Mrs. E. C. Foster, for a few
may do;
-lust to count the blessings, with the Ills of life;
lays.
Glory to Go«l In the Highest,
McPhall
heaven-helped victories over pain and
Hark, the Herald AngeWSlng.
Geraldine Whitman has returned home And our
strife.
In
a
Prayer response-Cradled
from the west, where she has been for Then, as we journey toward life'· setting sun,
hrlst will wait to greet us with the praise,
the past two years.
"Well done!"
Mrs. Parmalee and three children went
Rain is needed before winter sets in.
The order of service at the Baptist :o Rockland Tuesday for the winter.
Autumn is growing old, and cold
church is:
H. T. Glover was in Portlaud one day
weather will soon come.
Organ Prelude. Hymn of Sum», I.efebrue-Wely recently.
Autheni. Hall! Thou I.ong hapected
Elbert R. Briggs went to Bethel Hill
II.
The Ladies' Circle met with Mr
on business last Tuesday.
H. Merrill Tuesday.
Choir Selection. To Hear the Angels Sin
After the middle of this week do deer
Mrs. Cornelia Moody has goae to
Christmas Response
can lawfully be killed in Maine
Vor'h Bridg'on.
Th. Sal )me
Offortorv, Canli'···!!* In D Fiai»
A. G. Bean of Albany and F. I. Bean
Ed Bartlett of Boston visited in town
Soprano Solo. Mark! Hear the Hosts of
of Mason worked for L. D. Grover Tuesrecently.
O! Little Town of
Mrs. Rosa Richardson is on the sick day surveying wood lot lines.
Another lot of snow Tuesday evening,
Read
list.
In A Flat.
and more sleighs than wagons are now
Choir:-Mrs. Chesbro. Mrs. Daughraty. Mr
being used.
Ho'Hs, Mr. Edwards. Mrs. Brickett, Organist.
Oxford.
Frank G. Sloan of Albany was in town
A.
elected
G.
A
Roberts
and
T.
R.,
Post,
For Breaking
Entering.
Wednesday selling fresh fish, and will
as folfor
the
officers
heir
year
coming
make weekly trips through this village
Ε C Poland of East Peru and J. C.
owe :
Record s'ation agent at Rumford Juncdaring the winter.
β. Ο. Perkins.
Com.—II.
station
since
weeks
a
few
E. R. Briggs has recently become
until
tion, but
8. V.—Almond Crooker.
interested in philately, and has sold
ag. nt at East Peru, were arrested WedJ. V —T. A. Stone.
O. D.—C. T. WardwcU.
26,400 old postage stamps since Nov. 1st.
nesday. charged wit'· breaking and enA. J. Holilen.
y M
It has become a common occurrence
tering and larceny at the East Peru staW. Andrews.
Chap—W.
for mails arriving from the east on the
tion of the Maine Central Railroad. In
A<ijl.—J. J. Fuller.
forenoon train to lie in the railway stathe Rumford Falls
Municipal Court JG.—George Houghton.
The officers elect of T. A. Roberts W. tion from twenty to forty minutes before
Thursday tbey waived examination,
beiag carried to the post office.
pleaded uot guilty, and were bound over il. C. are:
So many special freight trains are now
in the sum of $1000. Bonds were furPresident—Slbble Hanscom.
28
Hattle Chadbourne.
yean
S. V
nished. Record is unmarried
running on the G. T. R. it was thought
Hawkes.
J.
V.—Nellte
with
Poland,
has
boarded
of age, and
necessary to guard against collisions,
Treas.—Georgia Cash.
that a night telegraph operator be emwho is older and has a family.
Chap.—Ella Kdwanle.
Con.—Marcla Cook.
ployed in this station, and one has acHolsteln Breeders' Meeting.
G.—Clara Warren.
y
cordingly been sent here.
The Oxford County Holstein Breeder'
Mary Andrews came from Portland
Denmark.
Association will meet at Grange Hall, iuuday to visit her brother, P. B. AnNorway, Dec. lôtb, 1900. at 10 A. m. Irews, who is quite ill.
Leon Π. Ingalls shot a fine buck deer
The Congregationalist Ladies' Circle
Program :
Wednesday, which weighed 200 pounds.
tad a chicken pie supper at Temperance
1. Business meeting.
Mrs. D. S. Perkins is in Portland for
and
4
for
''are
"How
to
Develop
Ouestlon,
lall Wednesday evening.
Christmas gcods.
a Pure Bred Herd." Opened by
Paris
of
McWhortei
Mr.
Rev.
preachI. H. Berry and daughter, Mrs. Ingalls,
3. Discussion by members
d a: the Congregationalist church Sun- risited Portland Wednesday.
the
liked
muc'j
is
He
y
by Prof. Campbell of the Uniby
ptiople
lay.
Sixteen deer were seen on the mountversity of Maine
ere.
ain Thursday by Andrew Smith and
Thanks.
of
Ellis Blake.
Card
Brownfield.
Harry Smith shot a deer Thursday.
We wish to express our sincere thanks
New Year's ball by Silver Lodge, No.
the
the funeral of L. R. Giies at
to our friends, who by tbeir expression·
19.
louse Sunday afternoon was conducted
of sympathy, kind assistance and beautiful flowers, helped to lighten our sorrow 11 y Rev. A. Cameron. The family have
East Brownfleld.
he sympathy of all.
in our recent great bereavement.
Rev. A. J. Cameron, who came from
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. B. AnMb axd Mbs D. H. Fifield.
the
erson died
very suddenly Saturday Hewburyport, Mass., to officiate at
Mb asd Mbs W. 8. Bossermaîî.
was enMb L. B. Swan.
vening. He was sick only a few hour·. I uneral of the late L. R. Giles,
< ertained during his stay by the A. F.
1rs. Marston and Fitch attended bim.
West Paris, Dec. 9, 1900.
Mrs. A. Blake, who bas been quite < lohnsons.
Miss Betts, recent stenographer of the
A Card.
Ick for a number of days, is some better
( 3. Β. Hill Co., has returned to her Port>daj.
We wish to express our thanks for the
1 and home.
Quite a snow storm Tuesday night.
beautiful flowers, the help and >ymMrs. Annette Seavey is engaged as
Richard Rnands la sawing wood for J.
of our many kind friends in our
Mr. Friuk ia Id rather poor I lousekeeper for G. G. Mansfield.
ι. Frink.
ι bereavement.
Our local shopkeepers have an attraotealtb.
F. P. McKejiney.
It ia expected that a new minister will I ve display of Christmas goods.
Mabjobik M. Ellinowood.
Miss Alice Martin entertained a few at
reach next Sunday at the CongreWibt S. McKenhey.
next

^^Buck

Maaeer.^

Jei^jitlne

SfiS

Hymn'Anthem."

Po-tliVle

Bethle^

inpper. The tables of aprona, dainty
fancy work and home made candy were
arranged in the chapel and were well
patronized. At six o'clock supper waa
served to about one hundred and twenty·
five. The fair waa very auccessful.
Schools re-opened for the winter term
last Monday.
The dancing sohool haa ao increased
that the lessons were given in Odeon
Ball Tuesday evening.
Friday evening the ladies of the Uni·
versalist aociety tendered their new
pastor, Rev. J. H. Little, and family, a
reoeption at Pattee Chapel. The parlor
ind audience room of the chapel were
prettily decorated, and after the large
company had met those in the receiving
line, Rev. and Mrs. Little, their daughter, Mrs. Burbank, Mrs. Ames, Mrs. Mason and Mrs. Emily Philbrook, Mr. E. C.
Park called upon Rev. W. C. Curtis of
the Congregational church to weloome
the new pastor and family to Bethel, to
:hurch and the especial work to which
he waa called. Rev. C. L. Banghart of
the M. E. church being necessarily absent, sent a most cordial letter of welMr. E. C. Bowler
some and greeting.
grave a greeting in behalf of the citizens
to all of which Rev. Mr. Little made a
very appreciative reply. Miss Jane Gibson sang a solo and Miss Elsie Hall gave
a piano solo, which waa followed by a
recitation by Mra. Addie Vandenkerckhoven, which was heartily applauded.
Dainty refreshmenta of coffee, oocoa,
sandwiches and cakes were served. A

happy evening

Cevtiire

Chy

Mbs. D. P. Ccktib.

atlonal ohurch.

I

wbift party Deo. 7.

spent.

MIDDLE INTERVALS.

Reading of the death of Mrs. A. K.
Hicks reminds the writer of school days
in the neighborhood where she then
lived, between Locke's Mills and Greenwood City.
Pleasant recollections indeed of boarding in her family, which
consisted of herself, her husband and
eon, also her aged mother and the mother of her husband, all kind and careful
of the welfare of the one with them.
The sou was a pupil, and one of the best
in scholarship and deportment. Mrs.
Hicks was then otten troubled with
asthma, and it followed her until her
death. She was one of the best of
women, patient and a Christian in her
family. Her motto:
"To be little and unknown,
Loved and prized by Qod alone."
The loved and prized of earlier years
are fast passing on to the beyond and
waiting for the loved left here to linger
on ere we their rest shall know.
Reading the items of Greenwood reminds the writer of a loved one whose
angel spirit hovers near to comfort and
bless in life's darkest hours, and on
whose tombstone are these words by a
friend:
"Dear one, fArewell—where thou haut gone
We all shall one day go.
A little while we linger on
Ere we thy rest shall know."
Our sympathy goes out to the ones left
behind, for "Those who go are happier
than those who are left behind."
North Paris.

Friday.

A. H. Cobb is at work in the store of
be I. W. Shaw Co.
Mr·. E. J. Marston is visiting her
«rents in Brewer.
Teamsters and pleasure drivers have
>een Improving the fine sleighing of the
last few days.
W. C. Allen opened bis store in the C.

ion's.
Mrs. L. A. Kuight is moving from Biejeetown to one of the rents owned by
lames Brown.
Wallace Jones has his new barn nearly
is at North Stoneham on

by

Art

giving you

Starting with tbe little folk·.

a

36 Market

the 80c dressed dolls.
A line of

ncludioK the

12 1-2 ots. eaob.
tnd useful
ion here.

TOYS
things too numerous

W

Alton Ames shot two deer Wednesday.

ud also a line of useful

KITCHEN GOODS

i α our basement.

GOOD STORIES

>y the best authors, 49 eta.

FOWNE'S KID GLOVES
lake an acceptable present, 11.00,11.50.

carry the Gold Seal and Maiden in all
Bags and Suit Cases. Think it over

us

that you

can

that

gifts

find here

appreciated.
In regard to our prices we will say that
have been located right here in Norway,

are

tii

work..

st)lei.

Also

carefully

nd

ar, ;

mat

useful

will be

we

nearly twenty-five

for
and

our

years

methods of

·ι·-

:ng

been,
business are in this respect
they always
continue as long as the store is under the present management, nanu!·.·.
the

carry

good,

represented

marked

goods,
one price strictly.

reliable
and

have

same as

of

margin

at a fair

On this basis

we

π

profit,

I

—

Square,

I

v.

to

all

is

have foundt

nd

built up this business and we believe it to be the best way, and, in
the o~ly way to do a good legitimate business.

Maine.

:

ict,

Our Store willl>e open evenings from Dec. 20 to 24 inclusive, nd
^pping
closed all day Christmas. Please remember this and do your
before Saturday, Dec. 25,

th
many of the stores will be closed

as

v.

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO,,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Tolepliono 11B>8.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Goods

Our stock this

a
a

Harness Store,

Domestic Toilet Waters, 25c.
to $1.00 per bottle.

Robes,
Whips,
Barness,
Sleigh Heaters, and everything your team needs.

present

Block, under Post Office,

and Combs.

This year we have an especially fine line of Mirrors and.

FOUNTAIN

small.

An

25c.

PETTICOAT

FURS

We only add that all departments are fall and that with eaoh 12.00 sale we give I
welcome all whether yon wish to
pretty Calendar for your sitting room. We
Most aiocerely yoars,
)ok or bay.

NORWAY, ME. I

please

big variety to select from.
Humpty Dumpty circus acts

$2 50 each.

Stationery.

in Xmas baskets and boxes.

the

See

to

please.

25c.

to

$3

A

gift

sure

each.

I

at the

now

Pharmacy of

PARIS,

MAINE.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

give her this ροκ CHRISTMAS,

at wholesale prices.
The Best Colored

$3.76

Everything

appropriate
to $5 each.

to

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

TABLE LINEN

for

to

Apollo Chocolates

Toys, Dolls,theGames.
little folks. A

SOUTH

Sample line of
TRAY CLOTHS, TEA
CLOTHS and SCARFS

Beautiful White Wool

25c.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,

DAMASK TOWEL
selling for 60 eta. each, and Hucka

PERFUMES and TOILET
ARTICLES.

PENS.

At no other
while the assortment is largest and freshest.
time during the HOLIDAY SEASON can you make such satisfactory selections as now.
Do not neglect this opportunity to at least come in and look this stock over. Everyone

MUSLINS

are

Brushes in Ebony, Rosewood
and Celluloid Combs to match.

Wallets,

Select HOLIDAY GIFTS

great redaction.

3. B. & Z. S. PRINCE,

Mirrors, Brushes

cordially welcomed

We

and

Toys, Boxes and Cards.

to All.

WAISTS

great variety.

cents.

have the finest

for the ladies.

Xmas

for Fancy Aprons 12 1-2 eta.
Look at the

in

we

and

AU Cotton and Lace

the holidays.

50

$2.co

25c.

Toilet Gases, Manicure Sets, Knives, Pipes and Cigars, Skates, Post Cards and Albums;
Collar, Cuff, Glove and Necktie Boxes; Photographs, Cameras, Calendars, Booklets,

SOUTH PARIS.

during

at

Purses,

Large

Specialty.

$6.00 BLANKETS

to

obtained from the

Work Baskets.

Dealer in

ία the market—The Elite.
*ole agents for this vicinity.

and

fancy packages,
each. Imported

WATERMAN'S IDEAL is acknowledged to be the beet.
A gift always acceptable and
We have the best assortment of these famous pens we have
Bill Books, Vanity Hand Bags,
We have an elegant
ever shown.
Gold mounted, Silver mounted. Pearl barrels useful.
Music
Card Cases,
Rolls,
also plain with or without clip-caps at- assortment of the Eaton, Crane
with
Gold
mounts,
Cigar Cases, Medicine Cases,
to grive satisfaction. $2.50 to & Pike papers in handsome
Traveling Sets, &c. All styles tached. Every pen guaranted
Xmas boxes. 25c. to $5 each.
and prices.
$8.00 each. Cheaper pens at 50c., $1.00, and $1.50.

CLARKE'S

we are

Hud-

New York, Boston and Portland markets. A big line of

to be

vicinity.

We Sell Them

a

leading odors from
Palmer, Colgate

others. In

assortment ever shown in this

5A Bias Girth for tb· Subie.
Square for the Street

Odd Fellows'

un-

surpassed both in quality and
variety. We have selected the

We think

6Λ

a

is

The

Leather Goods

money-saving prices.

Repairing

as

The latest works at $1.10.
Books for boys and girls, 25
Poems. Gift
and 50 cents.
Books, Children's Books in
Paper and linen.

SA Horse Blankets are
known the world over as the
best, the strongest, the longest
wearing. Their generous size
covers the horse, their warmth
protects him. we obtain them
direct from the factory and sell
Buy
Buy

1909 stock of Christmas

our

Perfumes.

season

popular copyrights

them at

to

nut,

best

ι

Going On.

Now

special attention

Έ CALL

Books.

HANDKERCHIEFS.

NECKWEAR and BELTS
1 >t popular prices.
] HOLIDAY BOXES, SEALS,
TAGS, ETC.
FANCY DISHES,

we

lor i

being bigger and better than ever before. We
mention but a partial list of the goods we can show you. Every
line is stocked complete.

to men- for 15 and 25 cts.
An Elegant line of

Colored and
Ilore beautiful than ever.
rhite embroidery as well as the ever
iseful plain ones at 3c, 5c, 10c, 13c, 20c,
! !5c, 33c, 35c, 45c, 50c, 75c, 11.00, eto.
A good line of

Slippers

if you want shoes of any kind for r.ien,

find what you want here.

full line of Trunks,

you will agree with

Is

suggestions for your Cnristmas Shopping.

boys,

fact,

felt lined Boots, Shoes and

Century, $2.50.

OUR 23D ANNUAL

Samuel Young's.

NEW

for

can

warm

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Sidney Hall's brother, Ray
Brown, of Twin Mountain, Ν. II., is
with them for a time.
Miss Lulu Mclntire began teaching at
Temple Hill Monday. This school opens
tbo 20th with Miss Maude Dresser as
teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Clark are at

see

BOOKS
Alger Stories

women, in

children you

Jtore open every Evening from Dec. 20 to 25.

Mrs.

Ask to at

both dressed and undressed.

full line of

a

For Rubbers
a

South Paris,

present.

were

A. line of

DOLLS,

and

New

00.

East Waterford.

Merry Christmas

few

or

WOOL AND COTTON BLANKETS.

C. H. Pride, wife and daughter, and
Mrs. Hattie (ireen drove to Ira Johnson's at North Fryeburg Thursday of
lasr week, returning Saturday. Friday,
the 3d, was Mr. Johnson's seventy-first
birthday, also the fiftieth anniversary of
the marriage of himself and wife. Only
members of the family and near relatives

Β. E. Flel
nulldnch,
Charles Stcvune.
McCarthy,
C. A. Churchill.
Capt. Fox love,
C. K. Peterson
Klna Kafferty,
Ora E. Field.
Julia Bullfinch,
Grace Stevens
Norah.
Supper and entertainment 25 cents;
children under 12, 10 cents.

now we are

Also

Evangeline, $3

lege.

Mr.
Mr.

And

Lamps,

men

Fine Line of

district.
Charles Rankin of Mechanio Palls has
been visiting at Eugene Cole's.
Duke Thompson has returned to Portland where he is attending business col-

School in the Tuell District closed
Dec. 10, Miss Ida Littlehale teacher. A
graphophone concert was given by the
teacher in the afternoon. Miss Littlebale is a fine teacher and has taught a
very profitable term of school.
School in the North Paris Distrlot
closed Dec. 10, Miss Helen Reny teacher.
The program in the afternoon consisted
Miss Reny is an excellent
of recitatione
teacher and the scholars are hoping she
next
term.
will return
The Willing Workers Society will hold
al fair, supper and entertainment Dac.
16. The fair will be in the afternoon,
and from six to eight o'clock the ladies
will serve an oyster supper. The farce,
An Irish Engagement," will be played
with the following cast:

Merry Christmas.

Sorosis, $4.00 and $3.50.
Princess Louise, $2.00.

Sash Rods.

Hassocks.

mproving.

Traek has put in hot and cold
water, in the kitchen, hard pine ceiling
and other repairs.
F. C. Kimball has gone to work in the
Paris Manufacturing Co.'s mill at West
Paris.

North Stoneham.
Mrs. Ella McKeen and daughter Ina of
Lovell are staying this week with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Sawyer.
Willie Brooks and Carl Farnham, who
are camping near Horseshoe Pond, were
at H. B. McKeen's Wednesday.
Dennis and Miles Adams weut to Norway last week and had their teeth extracted.
Mrs. I. A. Andrews and son Howard
went across the mountain to Stow Saturday. Her granddaughter, Eva Crouse,
came home with her Sunday.
his friend, Mr.
Carl Kenieton and
Blake, visited at bis grandfather's, Wm.
Gammon's, Saturday and Sunday.

For Women.

Couch Covers,
Stand Covers,
Curtain Poles,

Sweepers,

Granville Abbott of South Paris has
noved into Mrs. E. J. Felt's house, rejently occupied by James D. Farnum.
Edwin J. Hadley's Moving Picture
Show will come here the first of the new
pear and entertain under the auspices of
the Ladies' Aid Society.
W. F. Bowker and wife of Portland
were guests over Sunday of James L.
Bowker and wife.
Five deer were shot here in one day
this week.
Elsie Cushman is teaching the winter
term of school in the North Woodstock

now.

Toilet Sets,
Cups & Saucers,

Rug Fringe,

Mats,

Pond.

better than

For Men.

Milk Sets.

Rugs,

Wallaoe Bessey, of Wakefield, Mass.,
risited his sister, Mrs. Hannah Ordway,
it North Woodstock, this week. Mrs.
3rdway, who is one of the oldest ladies
η town, has been quite ill, but is now

hand the better it is, and we are positive that
we can suit and fit the most exacting. We
have always carried a good stock but never

Initial Tumblers,

Squars,

a

We have the Walk-Over in many styles for $5.00, $4.00 anJ $3.50.
Fitzu, $4.00 and $3.50. Other kinds for $3.00, $2.50, $2.co and $1.50.

Carpet.

Portland last week buying Christmas
roods.
Frank Cummings is at work for Z. W.
Bartlett at East Bethel.
Joseph Fairfield of Lincoln is the new
nachinist at the spool mill.
Mrs. James Crooker received a silk
ieck scarf from &Irs. Betsey Corliss on
It was omit1er wedding anniversary.
;ed from the list of presents last week.
Our miller, Llewellyn Bryant, is drivne a high-stepping white horse.
Ed Bean was lucky enough to shoot
mother deer last Wednesday.

surely show you

can

Berry Sets,

Waists.

Locke's Mills.
Phil Green of Berlin, Ν. H., has visit)d at Earle Farrington's for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Stowell were in

Bryant's

Dinner Sets,
Tea Sets,
Water Sets,

Towels,
Tray Cloths,
Handkerchiefs,
Mittens, Gloves,
Yarns, Wristers,
Sweaters, Skirts,
Petticoats,

deer hunting
at Fred Hazel-

deer hunt.
Mrs. John McAllister was visited
1er brother and wife Sunday.

Crockery.

Dry Goods.
Napkins,

North Waterford.
Jacob Dresser has Ernest Naeon workog in his blacksmith shop for him.
Mrs. Maud McAllister and two boys
ire going to close their house here and
ire going to live with her parents at

ι

BARGAINS.

HAS

3. Spaulding store, formerly occupied by

sompleted.
Henry Elliott

fine line of presents that will be useful and that will be appreciated. We never knew anyone who had more
shoes than they needed. The more pairs on
We

EVERY DEPARTMENT

Mr.

—

—

was

The electricians are very busy, having
finished all of the churches and many
residences.
At 2 o'clock Saturday morning the
people of our village were aroused by
the tire alarm sounding which called the
fire department to Mr. Albion Holt's
house on Elm Street. When the family
awoke the house was all in flames. The
aged grandmother, Mrs. Ingham, was removed at once, but the family escaped
with scarcely any clothing. The piano
and an organ were removed and some
house furnishings. The horse and cow
were taken from the stable and a few
carriages were saved. It probably took
from a defective chimney in the kitchen.
The family bate the deepest sympathy
of the community. Insured in Wheeler's agenoy for 91200 on buildings and
(500 on furniture.

I DAYTON Ml I

Mrs. I. N. Smith was in Bethel last
reek visiting relatives.
Mrs. Walter Morse of Rutnfurd was in

George Farnum went
ruesday and took dinner

Buy Footwear !

than Ever Before.

lemetery.

Liovel).

Bigger and Better

Useful.

he ninth of eleven children who have
tassed away. There are two brothers
'et living. The bnrial was at the Hall

own

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

HOLIDAY GIFTS! FOR

1

.La

THE
ROTARY
STANDARD
SEWING MACHINE.

gieigh Heaters make
_

88ND FOR

CATALOGUES.

W. J. WHEELER.

fbUriïwHitiAlwwBwrit

SILUNQS BLOOK.
SOUTH PARIS.

£££,4?
<*
C&</jrr££ZM

&ave

»

nicelilie

<£BAGS

fOrl4tne Holiday

Bricks.

Trade.

TUCK·»»
HARRIS·«TORI.

PROP. OF TM·

Norway, Μ·Ιη·.

CASTORIAF.i^-cti*», g»»»*·

|n·KMYnHanAhrafsBM(ht

dozen

and SUIT CASES

_

Main St.,

■

$1.76 and $2.26.

James N. Favor,
91

very nice

XmflH Present.

I am selling four style®, $1.26, $1.60,
The Goal selle for 75 cente a

running!

The fastest sewer, the easiest
and the longest wearing: machine of &1L

a

tfute&u

ïlu 9stsx&

The Pact Season's Bulldlaf.

JPtmncral
A

SOUTH_PARIS.

G. Π. Penley returned Friday from
banting trip to Stoneham, with % deer.

ι

The school* closed Friday for a twc
weeks' vacation. They open again the
Monday after Christmas.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Ordway and
daughter of West Bethel visited relative»

Swasey G. Burnell suffered a partial
paralytic shock on Tuesday. He is fairly comfortable, but is confined to the

room.

S. P. Maxim and Sanger S. Maxim are
at Shagg Pond putting up their camp,
which was taken up there in sections in
two loads.

Register of Probate Albert D. Park

Fryeburg last Tuesday to attend
the December term of Probate Court at
that place.
was at

Mrs. A. W. Cox and daughter Helena
of Bangor have recently visited Mrs.
Cox's mother, Mrs. W. 0. Frothingbam,
for a few days.

who went to the
hospital at Augusta about ten days since,
is reported as doing well, and on the
road to recovery.
Mrs. Carl Mason,

Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Cotton of Windsor,
with Mrs.
Cotton's father,
are
Hiram Pulsifer, for a visit, probably
until after Christmas.

Rev. Isabella S. Macduff of West Paris
supplied the pulpit at the Universalist
church Sunday afternoon, and will also
The
be there again next Sunday.
preaching service will be at 2:30 p. m.,
and the Sunday School at 1:15.

According to the ruling of the post
office department, you may not write on
your package, "Not to be opened till
Christmas," without paying letter postage, but the same thing may be stamped
on or put on in a printed slip without
adding to the regular postage.
Tuesday night's snow was not quite
as soft as it was, to make good
in the village or in the im-

are

or less used, but north of Paris
Hill and on the hills in other directions
excellent sleighing is reported.

Mrs. Charles H. Kimball was taken to
the hospital at Lewiston for a surgical
operation for appendicitis and gall
stones, it being a severe case. It was
necessary to take her on a bed. At last
report she was resting as comfortably
following the operation as could be ox-

pected.

UV

Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Morton and Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. C. Fernald were at Kamp
Killooleet at Shagg Pond a few day·

BnillO

deer hunting, but though they got eight
at some deer, they were unable to bring
in any. Hunters are quite numerous in
that vicinity.

Our advertisers have considerable to
say to the readers this weak regarding
Christmas. In fact, they are occupying
rather more than their usual portion of
the space. It is good matter, though,
and many suggestions may be obtained
from these advertisements for guidance
in buying your Christmas things.

Only a few days to Christmas, which
is now very much in evidence in the
stores.
Perhaps you don't need the suggestion, but the earlier you do your
Christmas «hopping the better it is for
and
everybody else. Also, of
you
course, the earlier you mail your package the less likely it is to be delayed.
The names of pupils not absent onehalf day in Shurtleff Primary School
Ray Thurtow,
Helen Cummin*»»,
Maxlne Bennett.

Annie Clifford.
Those absent less than two days:
Ruth Mi Whorter,
Stanley Green.

The Seneca Club will be entertained
by Mrs. Hilton and Miss Walker at Mrs.
The
Hilton's this Monday evening.
programme includes roll call, with quotations from "Uncle Remus;" biography
of Joel Chandler Harris, by Mrs. W. P.
Morton; paper, "Burnt Monev," Mrs.
Wilson; biography of James Whitcomb
Riley, by Mrs. Haskell; reading, "Ao
Old Sweetheart of Mine," Mrs. Stewart.

·σ

·Μ»ν* Www.

...
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Auction.

Monday, December

attended the supper of the Tnivcrsalist

plenty

of good food and to spare. For the entertainment there was a piano duet by
Mrs. Morton and Mise Thayer, a piano
solo by Mr·. Morton, a reading by Miss
Morton, a song by Mrs.
Katherine
Smiley, and a short and laughable farce
by four male characters, with an hour's
sociable to close the evening, Howard
Shaw at the piano.
Thursday evening Rev. A. T. Mo·
Whorter repeated his lecture, "Prom the
Pine Tree State to the L*nd of the Shamrock," at the Congregational veetry, under the auspices of the Christian Endeavor Sooiety. There was a fair audiMr. McWhorter's description of
ence.
his recent trip is in the main conversational, unconventional throughout, and
hat
always entertaining. He not only
inan eye for that which is instructive,
teresting and beautiful, but a keen seoH«
of humor and appreciation of the unusual and the ludicrous, and many a bit
of philosophy is also brought out by the
scenes and incidents which he pictures.
Although some of his audience bad
heard bis lecture when he gave ft before,
it was considerably varied from the
*
other version, and all were delighted
with it

Flowers 1 Plants!
Ferns!
buy

Miss Marie Dolliver is at her home ii 1
The Ladies' Aid will serve a auppei
Baltimore to spend the Christmas vaca
in the Baptiat vestry next Tharaday at
tion.
0:30 p. M., to be followed by a miscel
laneoua program. Supper 15 cents, en
ha
of
Auburn
Mrs. Rillia Dingley
tertainment 10 centa. A cordial invitaο
Mort
R.
Geo.
Mrs.
been the guest of
tion ie extended to all.
for a few days.
A number of the teachera have gone
The thermometer reached zero Sur
to their homes to apend the Chriatmai
set
this
time
first
the
for
day morning,
vacation—Miss Susie Kendrick to LitchThat's a pretty good record.
son.
field, Misa Florence Wbittura to Lewisι.
ton, and Mies Edith H. Hatch to Farm
Mot
started
and
Andrews
I. E.
family
vis
t
to
ington.
for
North
Anson,
day morning
the family of Mr. Andrew·' brother.
The pipe-laying crew finished tht
N. D. Bolster Company have taken th<
work of getting the twelve-inch mail
The Seneca Club have the Red Croi » agency for the Ideal Vacuum Cleaner ant
Connec
into the Square Wednesday.
•tamps on sale at several of the store· i D have the machine· on aale or to rent a
t'ons with the pipes of the Norway sys
town. Remember the proceed· are to t e their store.
tem were pat in at Gothic Street and ir used for a charitable purpose, poesibl y
Whia Rubbers Β «come Ifictiwrjr
the Square. Thursday they begau lay to save a life.
Porter Street
And your shoes pinch, Allen's Foot-Base, a pon
six-inch
a
through
pipe
ing
shaken Into the shoes, Is Just the thin,
main on Park
Ο. K. Clifford haa exchanged tl e (1er to be
from the twelve-inch
for Breaking In New Shoes. Soli
it to use. Try Η
Street to High Street, where a connec house on Wheeler Street which he bui
Everywhere, 29c. Don't accept any tuMUutt
<
47-30
tion with the main of the Norway sys this season, with Mr·. Aaron Page
tem wai put in. This work was finisbtc Norway, for the farm on Brett Hil! no m
If· Bseksck· or BMaty Patau.
wort
M.
Hiram
Berry.
There is a little more
Saturday.
If you have pains ln|the back, urinary, bladric
; occupied by
ο
side
east
the
dltzlnes* and tack of energj
calking and covering un
II or kidney trouble,
Tbe Uni versai ist Sunday School wi
try Mother Qray's AUSTBALIAS-LFAi
tbe river, and on the other end of tbi
'■
As » regulator It has η
f<
care.
sociable
the pleasant herb
have a supper, tree, and
50c. Ask to-dai
system a quarter of a mile of six-incl
ai d equal. At Dranrlste, or br mall,
; tbe members of tbe Sunday School
Brool
The Mother Or*
the
Address
in
from
FREE.
to
Stony
SAMPLE
put
pipe
Frida
Hall
47-i
Cheer
io Good
Co., Le Boy, Ν. Υ.
dam to tbe junction with tbe pipe fron the parents
will be served at 0:3
the other dam. Work on the reserv<>i: Dec. 34. Supper
which the tree· will be unload* d
ALLEY'S Ltlie BALSAM
is progressing well, and it looks ae i f after
All children m ,t
thoi
the system would be in complete work and game· played.
cure not only a fresh cold, bat one of
a -η will
School
of
other
member·
Sunday
any
stubborn caught that uaually hang on for month
ing order by the first of January. Αι ι most
16 Give tt a trial and prove lta worth. «5c. 80ο. |l.tt
ll
In
to
invited
join
cordially
agreement with the Norway company 01 festivities
47-00
of the evening.
prie· haa not yet been reached.
■

y
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SOUTH PARIS,

NOTICE.
subscriber hereby gives notice that he hi
been duly appointed administrator of the estai
The

HARRIMAN, late of Lovell,
Oxford, deceased, end give
directs. All persons havli
demands against the estate of said deoeaaed ai
desired to present the same tor settlement, ax
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pa;
ment immediately.
December 7th, 1909. JOHN F. HARRIMAN.
HERBERT H.
In ι he County of
bonds as the law

price,..

EVERETTS, in black and
Wide and comfortable,

tan

price,

$1.25

It's in

for the

CUMMINGS,

F. I.

OUR

South Paris

To All persona Interested In either of the estate*
hereinafter named :
▲t a Probate Court, held at Fryeburg, In
and for the County of Oxford, on the (1 »:
Tuesday of Dec., In the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and nine. The following matter having been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, it Is hereby

or

and

DEPARTMENT

only for the convenience and
profit to ourselves, but also to give
satisfactory service.

Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on the
third Tuesday of Jan., A. D. 1910, at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
they see cause.
Edwin T. Edgtcomb, late of Porter, deceased; will and petlUon for probate thereof
presented by Lizzie 11. Edgecomb.the executrix

When You
get

pair

a

nothing

of

I RICHARDS,
SOUTH

We have the Best of

Canes,

Place

at Sensible Prices

gifts for

Apples,

Baskets,
and

Big Sticks,
good

initial, 25c.

manufacture.

to call and
the NEW LINES at

see

ideal

store

for

is

head-

well

LOVERS OF MUSIC

will find perpetual pleasure
No musician
from our perfect pianos.
but is
one
no
but admires them;
interested in the price.

C.

E.

SOUTH PARI·.

TOLMAN

&

you money

COMPANY.

....

$1.50.

novelties.

All

sizes up to 18 J, 50c. and

Hathaway

MAI NI

dress

permauently

see ours.

cold weather cowing. Better come

for the

H. B. Foster,
One Price Clothier,

Norway,

-

-

·

in

are

materials,

warm

comfortable.

di-

look

The critical

Stetson hat

to the

always

becomes

miring

glance.

ad-

an

The

wearing of one gives the

style

best
wear.

Maine.

necessity

Stetson Hats
rected

and

We

longest
the

have

Stetson in two colors and
four

shapes, $5.00

each.

BEADï FOR XIHAS
with

an

exclusive line of

Handkerchiefs, Aprons,
Leather Goods, and other

remove

novelties.

soft and beautiful.
Parisian Sage is sold and rigidly guar
anteed by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Price
It csn also be pro
50 cents a bottle.
50
th<
at
centa
a
from
cured
large bottle
American makers, all charges prepaid
Address Giroux Mfg. Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y

MISS
I

FOLETSQONET^IAH
1
iSIMrsfw
'

emfe, «μ» Mm

heavy,

a

Our robes

and
the cut roomy
Our
comprises
newest ideas ; 50c. and upwards. Several colors, $5.
all

stock

dandruff in two weeks, or P. A. Sburtlefl
A Co. will give you your money back.
Parisian Sage stops falling hair—it
prevents tbe bair from fading.
It Is tbe beet beautifler for ladies' bair
as it makes barsb, lusterless hair ânffy

fme

made of

in and

If you bave dandruff, get rid of it by
tbe germe.
If your hair is falling out, atop it.
There is one sure remedy that will
cure these misfortunes and aid you to
to

man's wardrobe.

thinking

killing

guaranteed

have become almost
a

gifts.

Boys'

Full lines of
and 50c.

Bath Robes

t'me t0 ^
pur ^nfltg««It'8
about a fur coat

SOME GOOD ADVICE.

Plna

$2.50.
gloves, 25c.
to

coat

as

large variety of

as a

colored

is

save

have

Sweaters 50c. and up-

Boys'

wards.

remain young.
Parisian Sage, tbe great bair restorer,

and

We

overshirte.

Flannel
$1.00.
shirts in blue, gray and
brown, $1.00 to $2.00.

Watches, Clocks, Silverware,
Cut Glass and Jewelry,

quality

We know he will

sweaters in gray, blue, etc., in all
grades from $2.00 to $5.00.

fancy lining

shirts

Gauges,

including a fine assortment of Dutch Collar
and brooches, 25 ct·. to $2.50.

and

$1.00

50c.,

Silk lined

Umbrellas

Plain white soft shirts

$1.00.

Stilettos, Match Safes, Manicure Sets, Etc.

We will give you
at the same time.

35c. and cape and castor, 50c. to $1.50.
Wool lined dress gloves in many

colorings,

styles,

gift.

match, $5.00.

quarters

Sterling Silver Novelties
Hem

an

This

glass.

including Pencils, Key-rings,

50c. spection
and
and of shapes
50c.

suspenders

Men's

Fancy Shirts

higher priced Haviland.

etched and amber

Gloves

Holidays. We have made for Christmas giving. Only the
careful preparations to show you best and newest are to be found
the finest lot of neckwear we have
here. Here are some of the best
We invite your inever shown.
dress gloves in
of our stock. The newest kinds :—Unlined

complete with coat sweater.
ideas in suspender
appreciate it.

and gray coats with

Sherbet and Ice Cream Glasses
plain,

be here.

soon

Neckwear

We make a
useful
these
of
good showing
newest in blue make useful and serviceable
The
garments.
make

CHINA CUPS AND SAUCERS.
in

PARIS. MAINE.

for the

House Coats

John Pierce's.
from 25 eta. to the

to

plain

35c. and 50c.

HOLIDAY GOODScordially invited

is

all the newest

Phone 15-3.

Maine.

10c.

and 50c.

assortment

to

prices

will

Suspenders

agents for the SAUNDERS GREENHOUSES, Lewiston, Me. Orders left for Cut
Flowers or Floral Designs receive prompt attention.
A guess on the weight of the big Cane with each 10 cent

All

securities.

gloves, $1 .ooand $1.50.
Sweaters
lined
Fur
gloves in different
Coat sweaters make excellent
make practical gifts.
They are gifts. If you haven't quite decided materials, $2.50 to $3.50. Men's
Our holiday what to
always useful.
give him, let us suggest a mittens in wool and leather, 25c.

are

are

time» the

our

place to select
We've all the dependable kinds.

boy.

a man or

Initial handkerchiefs
Silk handkerchiefs,

to eat.

Figs, Dates, Nuts, Grapes, &c.,

All

our

You'll find this store the

colored handkerchiefs 5c. to 50c.

We also carry

Parle,

directors to know at all

loans alone.

80UTH

always in demand. You'll
find here a choice offering of the
Plain white and
season's best.

Our line of FANCY BOXES this year
will be worth seeing. All new goods.

South

person to

PARIS TRUST COMPANY.

are

WATCH OUR WINDOW XVfAS
AND SEE THE FINEST
EVER.
DISPLAY

purchase.

thwart the

to
one

to

We solicit your patronage.

Handkerchiefs

Buy

to

All made of pure sugar and

and

on

This enables

condition and value of

before Christmas.

CANDIES

Doughnuts

pass

giving authority

of

purchases you are to make.
The alert Christmas buyers are already making selections
from our stock, and so avoid the rush of the last few days

MAINE.

Everything Optical

XMAS

weekly
dangerous practice

It's time to be thinking about the

PARIS,

the

discount

CHRISTMAS

COOK'S
Is

The

FREE, to Boys and Girl*, Flexible Flyer, "The
sled that steers." The best sled In the world.
Tou can easily secure one within a few days by
doing a little pleasant work. Some have In a
few hours. Be the flnt In your town. Write
today, stating vour age. A postal card will do.
W. I. Davis, 155 East34th St, New York City.47-9

gold glaeeee

applications offered.
plan enables us

the merits of loans and

Krience

Expect

our

This

call at the

McCLllRE'S MAGAZINE wants a responsible
and energetic man or woman In Paris and vicinity to attend to its subscription Interests Exunnecessary. There Is liberal guaranA profitable permanent
sd compensation.
business without capital can be established
Whole or
among friends and acquaintances.
ttart. Comspare time. This Is the heel time to Write note.
Instructions
free.
plete outfit and
McClurt's Magazine, 46 East 23d Street, New
47-9
York City.

for less than they are worth you gel
for something. Gold dollars are not told for ninety cents
Good eyes are not made by wearing cheap glasses; bad eye· are
«1 .50 buys you a good glass, when you get it of
to

weekly discount service a most popular
provides for a committee of our Directors to
Bank every Monday afternoon and paos upon

We find

one.

ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
▲ true copy—attest :
ALKSBT D. PARK, Bolster

South Paris, Me.

patrons the most convenient and

our

three weeks successively In the Oxpublished
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South

Clothier aod Furnisher,

BUSINESS

not

Okdkrsd:
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested by causing a copy of this order to be

holiday season and hope,
expectations in strengthen·

WE DO

DISCOUNT

PROBATE ÏIOTICFH.

J. F. Plummer,
31 Market Sq.,

"J

Norway.

Paris,

50-51

with your help, to rise above our
ing old friendship and gaining new.

-

of these.

THE QIFT THAT KEEPS, keeps you in mind, keeps him in comfort
in a hundred or more forms. Call on us and ask questions.

therein named.

prepared

variety

too.

For Sale.

and many other articles too numerous to
mention. Among them are many useful presents
for hoys or girls.
well

Not Some Fur
Article Ρ

A pair of young horses, weight
2400 pounds, all sound and smooth.

Cuff
Buttons, Studs,
Collars, Cuffs, Handkerchiefs in silk
and pure linen, Overshoes, Gaiters,

are

IHIHMMIIIIIIHIHIIMIIIIIIIHIIIIIIMHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

our stores

South

Umbrellas,

We

$1.

F. H. Noyes Co

Shirts.
Our line includes many new
rich patterns. Prices 60c. to $2.00.

box.

Armlets

woman

REMEMBER :

A pretty Tie is always acceptable and a choice
pair of Suspenders are very useful, while
Gloves ar always needed.

useful

fancy

a

who brings her husband or son to our stores to select a new SUIT, OVERCOAT or any other article of clothing at her expense, can make no mistake.
RAIN
COAT,
Such gifts «how sense, as well as sentiment.

$1.26.

more

in

WHY NOT CLOTHING FOR CHRISTMAS?

The

Neckwear, Gloves and
Fancy Suspenders.

pleasing.

Why

or

and Coats for Ladies

Other Gifts for Men.

Fancy—Nothing

pair

one

toe, 15c, 35c, 50c.

lllliaiiailllllMIIIMIIMIiaiiailHIIIMIMIIIIIIIIIItlllll

him.

LADIES' Fine Kid THEO TIE SLIPPER, very
serviceable,
$ 1.26.

White and

Boxed

Braces 25c, 50c,

kid

alligator and kid leathers.
60c., 76c., $1.00.

for house wear,

warm

Braces and

Why Not Jewelry,
Umbrellas, Gloves, Mittens, Hats,
We have Fur Gloves, Fur Caps Hosiery, Underwear, Shirts, a
You cannot expend $4 to $6
We have Caps Fancy Vest ? We have a large
Fur Coats.
and
to
more
art'cle
for any
pleasing
Bath Bobee
House Coats Ρ

60c.
fancy colors
ROMEOS.
LADIES' Fine Felt, Fur Trimmed,
Soft and

Men in all
comfort
their
to

men.

Armlets Ρ

Japonette, silks, 10c, 15c,
Tecks, String Ties, 25c, 50c. Not expensive but acceptable.

Why Not

pliable

Why Not

linens,

•IIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIItliaHllllllllllllliaillllllllllllllliei

in

OHENILE,

ours.

50c., 35c.
Bows.

An Ideal Gift for Man or Woman—
What could be so useful and still
cost so little Ρ
MEN'S ROMEO,
and hand turned soles,

Furnishings.

Why Not Handkerchiefs Ρ
Plain and initial, cottons, lawns,

Ρ

Newest styles and
colors, 4-in-hands, individual box,
See

Christmas Slippers.

MAINE

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States fo
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the matter of
LOBES M. GORDON,
( In Bankruptcy
of Pern, Bankrupt. )
M. Gordon, in th
of
Loren
To the creditors
Connty of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 11th day c
Dec., A. D. 1909, the said Loren M. Gordon wi
fln
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the th
meeting of his creditors will be held at
office of the Beferee, No. 8 Market Square, 8out
Paris, on the 29th day of Dee., A. D. 1909,
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time th
said creditors may attend, prove their clalmi
bankrupt, an
appointa trustee, examine the
transact each other business as may pro perl
corns before said meeting.
South Parts, Dec. 11, 1909.
WALTEB L. GRAY,
Beferee In Bankruptcy.

Why Not Neckwear

HnnuimiiiiiiinininiiiiimmiuiiiiiiiiiuiiniHimHnmiiiiiiHiimiimmiiiiiinmiHH

The Greenhouse,
Porter Street,

Goods !

with elastic sides, in soft

as

Believing them to be the most desirable remembrances to give both men and young
walks of life take pride in their personal appearances and any gift which can contribute
and desires is surely appropriate.

South Paris, Maine.

Holiday

ful

tendenoy of the Holiday Gift has turned toward the usewell as ornamental, we direct your attention to our display of

Men's

6 ple**ant street»

ADhC

slnce

IIV IvUla

ff

Silver and Plated Ware,
Speotaolee and Eyeglasses.

—

I

Tuesday evening was stormy, and less
than usual, though still a good number,
was

Norway Grange, No. 45, Patrons c
Husbandry, was organized at tbe soboo
house at Norway Lake, Oct 24,1874. J
had 28 charter members, of whom 22 ar

pantrj

The street railway has a powor plow
which has been built by the railway men
this season, to use on the snow this winSince the building of the road it
ter.
has been plowed out with a plow attached to the front of a car, or two ears
together. With the power plow it
should be easier opening and keeping
the road open in case of a storm, and we
of
may expect to see less disturbance
the schedule from snow than before.

There

year.

Μλ+ ?

U/L

Jewelry,

Clocks,

Watches,

j

Lavlnla WethexeU,
Ethel Smith,
Sa.lie Smith,

Good Cheer Society.

modiona and convenient quarters, an
the time being ripe the work of coi
sirnctlng it baa. been completed tb!

best_

The Euterpean Club met last Monday
with Miss Tolman, not with Mrs. Morton
as laid down in the programme and stated in the last Democrat. The Democrat's collector of news is however only
very remotely at fault in the matter.

are:

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

Norway Grange bad a jubilant tlm
Thursday when its new ball waa formal I
dedicated according to announoemen
This grange baa long needed more con

|

Donald S. Briggs, who had been in
Stoneham huuting for a few days, returned home Friday with two does. One
of them was of fair size, and the other
was the largest doe shot in that region
this fall.

fhuv

ONE Ο ,

|

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Walker and Mr.
and Mrs. Albert D. Park, tempted by
the good weather and the sleighing,
spent Thursday and Friday in a visit to
their camps at Shagg Pond.

(Kara

HAS

family

Harry E. Maxim came up from Portland Friday night, and Saturday morning left for Newry, to put in the rest of
the open season deer hunting.

VUkiU

1

t

ITOW

j

There will be skating in New Hal)
Tuesday evening, with music by the full
South Paris Band. The affair is under
the auspices of the band.

more

Everybody seemed

BODY

Τ HI BCST HOMll IK THE STATE.

I

Vt.,

though sleighs

Municipal Court. The I. O. O. F. Blocl ;
when completed will be a moat accept
able place (or the conrt.
In the civil case, George Fogg vs. Λ1
bert Richardson, in the Municipal Cour
ί
on Wednesday, involving a question ο
of
claimed
wages
payment
by plaintiff

PB08PXB0C8

the decision was reserved.
now dead, others have moved away, an
F. J. Rol(e of Romford Falls has takei
there remain only two of the obarte
of Beck's garage on Templt
possession
members who are now members of tb
ply by even one.
Street.
Mr. Rolfe has fitted it foi
In the matter of new buildings w
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Ryei
American Box Ball. Electric lights hav< grange,
this
the former tbe first master of tb
bave had no bo»m
season, bu
been put in and the building has beei eon,
houses
t
have
been
new
enough
put up
sheathed with a heavy blue paper and ii grangeFor some time after its organlzatlo
do a little something towards relievin
very attractive.
the congestion. The houses which hav
tbe grange held its meetings in the hous
Loon M. Longley returned from c
of R. S. Freeman, where there is a gooi
gone up are mainly comfortable house
week's hunting trip at Flagstaff Mon
sized hall in the secotid story. As th
for the average family of modérât
He brought home with him twi
day.
one room after anothe
means.
Not enough have been erece
deer. Mr. Longley also shot a mink, grange grew,
was added to tbe space used, until It wa
to produce a surplus of accommodation!
the pelt u( which brought him nine dol·
to look for better accommoda
and if there are any vacant rents i
lars. Mr. Longley'· brother, Silas Long' necessary
tions, and in 1877 a building in Norwa;
town, the Democrat is not informed ο
resides at Flagstaff and is engaged
lev,
at tbe corner of Main and Bridg
the fact.
in guiding, hunting and
lumbering village,
The largest number of new nouses ι
Streets, was fitted up for the usa of th
There were six in Mr. Longley's partj
a row is on Wheeler Street, which wa
grange, with a ball on the tbird floor
and tbey report a big time.
This ball has been occupied until tb
opened last season. That nearest th
The first rehearsal for the festival chovillage was built by Ο. K. Clifford. I rus at Mrs. Hattie Harmon's on Wed- present time, though as before stated, i
bas long been insufficient for the need
is two stories, six rooms, pantry ant
was attended by aboul
of the grange.
bath, piazzas on the front and rear. I nesday evening
at
were
elected
officers
The
Some years since the lot on which Ibi
is occupied by S. N. Marston and family twenty.
follows:
new ball has been erected was purcbas
Tbis house has within a few days beei
President—Carl Harmon.
transferred to Mrs. Aaron Page ο
ed, and last spring the old building wai
See. ami Treae.—Carrie Tucker.
sold and the money put into the build
Norway.
Con'luctor—Mrs. Arthur Fog*.
to in ι
North of this are two small house
Abner Mann while at Boston attended ing fuud, which has been added
erected bv
variety of ways. The new ball was pu
Ralph Hemingway am a Y. P. C. U. meeting last week.
Undoubt
George W. Haskell. These stand bad
Mrs. Llewellyn Jordan has gone to up, and is partially paid for.
of the line of the other houses, and ar visit her
edly the interest and zeal of the mem'
daughter in Lynn, Mans.
which
re
desigued to serve eventually as ells lo
The fair given by the ladies of the bers will assure that the debt
larger houses, but are finished inside an< Uuiversalist church last week cleared ! mains shall be taken care of in a short
; time.
out, and their respective owners are liv two hundred dollars.
The new building is of basement anc
ini£ in them in comfort.
L. Ethridge of Portland was
Stephen
At the north end of Wheeler Street ii in town with friends a few days last ! two stories, bnilt of wood, and Is a fine
a home built by Wilbur L.
Farrar, tw< week.
j looking struoture. The entrance is οι
short distance
stories and attic, containing two entirely
On Monday evening at the residence Whitman Street, only a
separate tenements, each six rooms ant of Capt. M. P. Stiles, Camp Galilee of off Main Street. Outside dimensions ol
;
bath, with piazza on the front. Thew the Brotherhood of David held its an- the building are 38 * 76 feet. On tbe
room an<1
tenements are occupied by the
nual meeting and elected the following j tiret floor are the dining
of F. M. Hammond, principal of tut officers:
j kitchen, with ample ante-rooms and
cloak rooms. A large range and all
high school, and Josiah N. Horr.
DavWl—William Lebroke.
other conveniences make the kitchens
On Park Street, on the lot next to hu
Jonathan—Roland Ayere.
comfortable place in which to work,
Jehoehuphat—Otle Jones.
former residence, H. W. Dennison ha*
J oat)—Fred Walte.
and an arrangement of shelves between
built an attractive house of eight roomi
Benalah—Roland McCormtck.
: the
and bath, with front piazza and furnact
dining room and kitchen, with doors
Sc-lah—Fred Stiles.
Shalum—Stanley True.
opening each way, makes the serving ol
heat, and now occupies it with his fami
Stephen Libby of New Gloucester was meals very convenient.
ly, having sold the house where he for
The hall is on tbe second floor, with a
in town the first of the week on busi- |
merly lived.
e.
Robert Paterson has built on Pit» ness.
; large stage at the front, and ante-rooms
H. L. Home, who is in a hospital for and toilet rooms, etc., at the rear. The
Street, on the second lot south of th«
Universalis! church, a comfortable house surgical treatment, is reported as doing floors are all maple, and the finish is of
bard pine. The building is heated by a
of two stories, four rooms on the first well.
floor, three bedrooms, small sewing
George T. Tubbs is reported as again furnace in the basement, and is lighted
Taken altogether, it in
room and bath on the second floor, an inmate of the hospital for treatment by electricity.
He and for spinal trouble.
; one of the best grange homes in Maine,
piazza on front and one side.
Prof. Newton of Hebron preached at ! and one in whioh Norway Grange must
his family have been occupying it foi
the
some weeks.
Congregational chnrcb Sunday. rejoice. The building committee was
On the second lot south of Paterson s, Music by Mrs. Arthur Fogg, organist, John A. Roberts, H. J. Bangs and W.
Maurice L. Noyés has built what ie un- Mrs. Luella Smiley, C. W. Home and W. C. Pierce.
! State Master Stetson of Greene wag
of the C. Dome.
questionably one of the
John P. Swain captured his deer in present for the exercises of Thursday.
It is of eight roome
Houses of the year.
and bath, high basement, hard wood North Stoneham before his return the Tbe formal dedication service was in
closed session in the forenoon.
floors in the living rooms, finish in cy- first of the week.
At noon a bountiful dinner was served,
Mrs. C. H. Sargent is with her daughpress and Oregon fir in the natural
tbe invited guests including those who
wood, two large plate glas· windows Ie ter, Mrs. Hal Eaton, in Connecticut.
the front, wide piazzas at the front and
Harry H. Glidden has resigned his bad contributed in money or otherwise
There is also » position as foreman at the shoe factory toward the building.
rear, furnace heat.
An open meeting was held in the hall,
Hood sized «table, with tho stalls In the to accept a similar position with Wise &
basement. The last of the work on the Cooper at Auburn. The workmen in opening at 2 p. m., with F. P. Towne,
house has just been hnished, and Mr. his department presented him with a master of Norway Grange, presiding.
Besides tbe epeaking, entertainment
Xojes and family are about moving in. very nice traveling bag.
Rev. B. S. Rideout preached at Bris- features of tbe programme were songs
At the corner of Spring and
Streets, facing on Spring, Charles M. tol, Conn Sunday. Before bis return by F. S. Pike, Mrs. Frank Kimball, Mrs
Johnson has built a double house, two be enjoyed a visit with his friends of a Kimball and Mrs. Bradbury, readings by
tenements of six rooms each. These few dâyH
j A. E. Morse, and piano music by Miss
The first of the "Star Course" o( en- Annie Whltebouse.
tenements are occupied by the families
C. W. Ryerson, the first master of
tertainments was held at the opera
of Arthur Graves and Percy HerryIn place of his two houses on I leasanl house on Thursday evening. It was a Norway Grange, and one of the two reStreet opposite the cemetery which were recital, "Leah, the Forsaken," by Char- maining charter members, was the first
lotte Adams Dunne.
burned in August, IPOS, W.V.
speaker. He gave some interesting
The annual Christmas sale will be reminiscences of the life of the grange,
has put up two houses, each a story anc
a half, seven rooms, and a stable witt held at the Congregational vestry Tues- the various quarters it bad occupied, the
disfavor with which the organization
dav afternoon and evening, Dec. 14.
each house. These are for rent, bu
Walter Anderson crushed two of the and its members were at first regraded,
though finished on the outside, are no ι
vet quite ready for occupancy.
fingers on bis right hand while assisting and the general esteem in which they
By raising the roof of the ell and in moving an electric car the last o( the are now held.
finishing some of the unfinished part ο week. They were not amputated, how- j State Master Stetson congratulated the
the building, E. W. Mason has added ever.
grange upon Its new home, and gave a
Oscar J. Tubbs of New London, Ν. H., good talk on grange principles, saying
five rooms on the second floor of hi
house on Brook Street, and has; thus after a short visit with his father, C. N. that it is not necessarily the large grange
made a rent which Is occupied by hu Tubbs, has returned to Colby Academy,
the grange where the right spirit is
nuwiv
T>
son, Philip S. Mason.
Horace Maxim, who lives in what ha
Irving Frost was at home from Poland shown.
i
Rev. J. H. Little, chaplain of the State
been known as the Captain Woodburj Spring laet week for a few day·.
Oxford Caatle, No. 2, Κ. Ο. E., will Grange, congratulated Norway Grange
place, a short distance south of the vil·
I age, has put up an addition there whict give ite sixth annual ball at the opera upon overcoming all the difficulties in
Mu- the bnilding of a new home, and placed
makes the piece quite comfortable for ι house oo Friday evening, Dec. 31.
nie by Stearns' Orchestra. Floor man- the grange hall side by side with the
small family.
Before meeting with the accidenf ager, Harold A. Anderson. Aids, Ur- chorch and the school house as reprewhich caused his death, Orrington York shal C. Gammon, Carl W. Boynton, Al- senting one of the great powers for good
hail begun ou the building of a hous* bert C. Fogg, Geo. L. Curtis, Geo. W. in the country.
Brother Parker of the Lewiston Sun
for himself on the east side of Higf Winslowand D. L. Farrar.
Edward Lovejoy slipped and fell from had a word of congratulation to offer.
•Street, beyond the village corporatioi
L. C. Bateman of Lewiston spoke
limits, but not far outside. He had if the piazza roof the last of the week and
briefly and eloquently, especially telling
mainly boarded iu, but had done prao crushed the bone· in both of his ankle·.
and bis hearers that the keynote of the distic.illy nothing inside the frame, and il ; He was attended by Dr. Bradbury
at once moved to the Lewiston hospital, eussions at the National Grange whicb
stands as he left it.
Dr. Stewart has built a good sized sta lie has returned and is doing as well as he recently attended was co-operation,
and that co-operation must be the keyble at his house on Pleasant Street, and can be expected.
The village achools closed Friday note of the future work of the grange.
W L. Libby has made an addition to hit
afternoon for a two weeks' vacation.
stable on Deering Street.
I H. D. Smith of Norway Grange closed
There seem· to be an epidemic among the speaking with a brief talk, largelj
Industrially, the only considerable
in
services
! reminiscent.
addition has been a greenhouse. Tbii the teacher· to cloie their
was built by E. P. Crockett, near the
Norway and look for other place· in
little
American.
the
teach
to
or
which
Born.
home of his father, Geo. B. Crockett,
Porter Street. It is 20 feet 8 inches bj Two other teacher· in the grade school·,
A.
Miss
Celia
and
A.
Akers
Dec.
Helen
Miss
In
South
feel
Parle,
8, to the wife of Oscar W
12
office
00 feet, with an
buildiug
a daughter.
wide across the end, with the heater it Abbott, have resigned, with MissCragin Panons,
In Canton, Dec. 0, to the wife of Charles R
the basement, and two doors above foi and Miss Green, who resigned this term, Swett, a son.
in NorIn Greenwood, Dec. 9, to the wife of Arthui
general purposes. This greenhouse all four among the best teachers
a daughter.
which represents a new industry for tb< way. There ia difficulty, it ia claimed, Tracy,
In Norway, Dec. 3, to the wife of WlUlan
School
the
of
is
left
Norway
Moore, a son.
place, was completed this fall, and ii with what
In West Porter, Nov. 27, to the wife of free
Board, of which one is deceased, one in
now in operation.
home Towle, a *on.
In the line of public buildings, an the Portland hospital and one at
{ In Belfast, Dec. 1, to the wife of Edward Β
addition 30 χ 40 feet, two floors, hat about one half the time from Augusta. Lunt, a son.
;
be
to
claims
carrying
The
superintendent
been made to the court bouse. Thii
into effect the orders of the Norway
w.is made necessary by the increasing
Married.
of
size of the law library, as well aa tht > School Board, and it ia all because
need for better accommodations for th< teaching music and drawing in the vilRumford.
Nov.
In
24, by Bev. Ε. B. Barker
On the first fl >oi lage schools and the Norway Lake Itr. William Henry Tweedle and Miss Llnnl<
care of the prisoners.
that Abble
know
to
is
It
school.
den.
is
interesting
of
the
this wing
building
Hay
j
principal!}
for year· there has been a big fight in , In Brownfleld, Nov. SO, Mr. Will C. Bennetl
devoted to a large j.iil kitchen,
for tbi· and Miss Genie Quint, both of Brownfleld.
and serving room, well fitted for theii town to secure an appropriation
j
It ia now five hundred dollar·
purpose. On the second Hoor the raair work.
Died.
"instruction In drawing and ;
for
to
th<
devoted
is
of
the
year
per
ppace
part
"
An inatructor of very limited
library, though toilet rooms bave beet muaic
Dec.
for
East
In
7, Charles M. Bosworth
Sumner,
added on both floors. This building ii experience and soue qualification
Now the aged 23 years.
of brick, conforming in its architecturi the work has been aecured.
I in Upton, Nov. 23. Elsie Wight, wife 01
ol difficulty apparently ia tbi·, shall the in- William Swett, aged 62 years.
to the rest of the building, and
In Brownfleld, Dec. 5, Boland, son of Mr. anc
music superstrictly fireproof construction as tht > structor in drawing and
IIre. Hyron Anderson, aged 2 years.
There is ni intend the "instruction" in these branchterm is commonly used.
In Greenwood, Dec. 9, Infant daughter of Mr
or
and Mrs. Arthur Tracy.
wood exposed on the outside except th< es, taught by the several teachers,
variwindow frame*, and practically all the shall sbo instruct the pupila in the
wood inside is the doors and frames anc ! ous grades? It is said the wages paid
nine
the finish, while it is separated from tbi ι the teachers who have resigned,
main building on both floors by fin dollars, were never intended to cover
doors. Exclusive of furnishings, thli compensation for instruction in drawing
I shall sell at pubUc auction on
dollars
addition represents an expenditure ο ! and music, while the fourteen
20,
about $12,000.
paid for a special teacher in drawing and
music i* for this special and particular
While on the subject of building, al
AT 1:30 P. X.,
the
words
other
special
In
Instruction.
somi
not
are
only
though the structures
the Talbot place on Brett Hill, South Paris
for another At
distance from South Paris but in anothe t appropriation of $500 is not
The following property :
a teacher, bcnce
for
but
to
mentioi
be
it
superintendent
interesting
town,
may
colt, weighing between 1500 an(
Four-year-old
the trouble in Norway achoola and loaa 1600 pounds, yearling heifer, and all my farm
that four South Paris people have buil
four of the best teachera.
log t*v,ls, Including—set of two-horae sleds, goo<
camps or cottages at Sbagg Pond during ; of
as utw, two sets of donble harnesses, slngl
'he season—Albert D Park, A. W. Walk
harnesses, disk harrow, used but little, plows
Graydon has returned.
cultivators, chains, mowing machine, and otbe
er, Π A. Morton and Alton C. Wheele t
too numerous to mention.
ankles
—and that the Maxims are now puttinj •
Principal Hammond of the high
HIRAM M. BERRY.
school, and Mra. Hammond, are apend·
up another there.
No property has been destroyed b;
ing the vacation at Phillips.
A. D. PARK, Auctioneer, South Paris.
Are during the season. On the first da;
Good Cheer meeting Wednesday ol
of last January a Are around thechim
this week In the ladies' parlor of the
own
Street
Church
house
on
the
ney in
Universalist church, at 2 p. m.
ed by Ε. I. Spofiord and occupied by Mr
and Mrs. Ware, did some damage to th
The Mission Circle of the Universalis)
house and furnishings. It is a fac church will meet with Mra. Child Tuesworthy of note, that since that da; day afternoon of thia week at 2:30.
Don't
your Christmas
there has not been an alarm, nor a doll*
There will be a rehearsal of the third
of damage by fire. May this freedor
Presents until you have
rank team after the regular meeting oi
from fire continue
Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., Friday evening.
visited ...

Mrs. Mary Newell has come from
Sumner to spend the winter as usual
with her daughter, Mrs. J. D. Haynes.

vicinity,

this season on

occupy

good showing.

Norway Granft Hall Dedicated.

Excellent sleighing (or the firattlm ,
Wednesday, the 8th ο f
December.
The December term ol the Norwaj
Municipal Conrt waa held at the office ο
Judge Jones on Tuesday. New entries
etc. The attorney· are pleaaed with I hi
proapect of a new court room (or thi

COMFOBTAB1

realize that we needed more bouses, bu
few seemed inclined to enlarge the suj

D. E. Dresser, after spending several
weeks at Upton, returned home Friday
with his allowance of two deer.

mediate

OF

CP AT SOVTH PABIS.

For s number of ye*re It has been
tbatthei
were "no rents at South Pari·,' and an
desirable rent which became vacant wi
sure to be spoken tor just as soon as U
intimation was made that the
might move out. We have been bull*
iug and extending factories and publ
buildings of one kind and another, bi
the building of houses has not kept pact
a half dozen new bouses In a year bein

a

in town the tiret of last week.

sleighing

NUMBSB

commonly understood thing

Mrs. II. E. Wilson visited her sister >
Mrs. Fogg, in Gorham, N. H., a few dayi 1
last week.

sufficient,

eOOD

H0U9K8 POT

NORWAY.

S.

M.

WHEELER,

Millinery and Fancy Goods,
SOUTH PARIS,

MAINE.

The Land of
Ribbons
j Dresden
and Holly, several widths.
Puzzledom.
yd. pieces

BREAK THAT COLD

Before it sends you to a sick bed
neglected colds. So don't delay—get

"L. F." ATWOOD'S BITTERS

No. 721.—Changed Letter Puzzle.
By the change of a letter turn an
occupied field Into something for light,
β sound sf pain Into a ditch, au artl-

The surest, quickest, safest cold remedy ka—■. The* drive all «he imparities from the system,
Nothing like the
relieve congestion of throat and head, au i me cold disappears like magic.
L. K." Medicine for cleansing bo* el» and blood and pitting the whole system right. A few
doses will do it.
a bottle May, U cents at dealers.

channel into trivial, an Irish
measure Into a convenience for holdYouth's
ing. depository Into woe.
ticial

Free!

Free!

-

Free!

-

—

Companion.

No. 722.—Charades.
L
My flret, λ thine of low degree.
Of loving heart may be.
My second wrote exceeding well.
Though never a story had to tell.
My whole In every home la found,
Beek where you will on Christian ground.
IL
one of a persecuted race
And to this add a measure;
Then give with these to sin a place—
Take

You'll have

a man

of treasure.

m.
My first Is coupled oft with night
It brings you thoughts of every fright
When you would run or maybe fight.
But It has come In sunshine blight.
My second is of ebon hue.
What word is there for praise of you?
For mischief rife, 'tis very true
Some little good you still must do.
My whole In springtime of the year
For every farmer will appear.
A thing to make the timid fear,
Far from It will all cowards steer.

(200 dm aol $2.00

No. 723.—Anagrams.
Each of the following anagrams may
be transposed to form the name of a
man famous in history:
1. C. will love R. more. 2. Δ pale
barn poet! No, no. 3. I am Jan N.
Filnnberk. 4. A wit-mill tip. 6. A soft

PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs'
Variety Store, Norway, Saturday, March
5,1910, at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King
Kineo Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask
your friends to begin to save this advertise-

THE

hen for Jem's, β. No. call a Brahmin
T. Butcher Mortal's chops.

No. 724.—Buried Quadrupeds.
1. If you will give me the broken
seal pa can replace it
2. It would certainly be a very good
idea to do so, Ethel.
3. The little black cub Is only waiting

ment for you.
'"THE person bringing the largest number of this entire
advertisement to Hobbs' Variety Store. Norway, on or
before Friday. Dec. 17, 1909, at 3 P. M., will be given a
YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION to the OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
the paper to be sent to some person not already a subscriber.
These will also apply on the King Kineo Range.

for a chance to bite you.
4. No. I will not give her mine.
δ. He gave them each a moist bit of

preserved ginger

root.

6. She did not encourage Nettle to
pursue her musical studies.
7. I was there when Lem urged his
claims so persistently.
8. l'a can stop at the station if you

ANNUAL· FALL·

wish.

*

0. At the sound of the familiar tap 1
ran to the window.
10. Did you call Jack a lazy lad?

Sale !

Clearance

No. 725.—Military Puzzle.

GREAT VALUES.
a

large

I
|

j

fancy work.

Linens

Any housekeeper

Easy

terms.

Send for

catalogs

and

likely

appreciated.
splendid line

to be

ehowing

a

especially

for Xmas

prices.

50c,

South Paris, Me.

Please Us

or

Little things annoy us—the little
curl of smoke that, if left alone,
would soon smudge the furnishings
and make work for the house-wife.
There are no annoying little
things in the

PERFECTION
s

Oil Heater

(Equipped

with SmokelMS

yard.
ONE LOT, 70 inch, of good weight
linen, large assortment of patterns, 75c.
ONE LOT, 72 inch, of heavy and fine
linen in all the desirable patterne such
as fern, lily of the valley, snow drop

PATTERN TABLE DAMASK, 72x90,
very pretty patterns, 14.50 and 3 98.
Napkins to match, 22 inch, 13.98

some

with drawn work, 50c, 42c, 37Jc,
Four lots of Tray Clot hn to

25c.

make for comfort and
The little self-locking

please—that

Automatic Smokeless Device

that actually prevents smoke—the little lock

on

the inside of the tube

that holds the wick in check—keeps it below the smoke zone, so acthe
curately adjusted that it cannot go wrong—these are some offame
little things that please—that have contributed to the name and

of the Perfection Oil Heater.
The most

heater you

satisfying

can

buy—always ready—easy

to

manage—always dependable—quickly cleaned.
Brass font holds 4 quarts—burns 9 hours. Attractively finished
in Nickel or Japan in various styles and finishes.
Circulir
Ertry Dealer Everywhere.

If
to the

Not At Yours. Write for Descriptive
Nearest Agency oi the

OIL

STANDARD

(Incorporated)

COMPANY

Ornamental Work
easily, and with

be executed
artistic results, in

highest

EDISON

Portland Cement

"Edison Portland" absorbs most water, therefore, is more liquid,
therefore flows better, and therefore produces the artistic
smooth finish of cut stone—because
Mk roar dealer far booklet

How

to

Mil »nd Use Edieon Portland Cement"

WALKER & SON,

A. W.
SOUTH PARIS,

MAINE.

....

PLEASE

Keep

When in want of

anything

In

MTND!

in our lines give us a call.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Floor Faints,

House Faints,
Barn Faints,

Our

floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,
ltoof Faints,
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Faints,
painte include impervious, Heath Λ Milligan, and

F*roid Roofing—The

best of all

try imitations.

roofings.

have

a

Garnishes,

Turpentine,

Brashes.

Sherwin-Williams.

few first class wheelbarrows.

best for automobiles and

wuo

c.
presiues over comeuy.
Excessive fear.
3. The king of the
fairies. 4. Λ popular operetta. 6. Belonging to the stars. 6. À famous
sailor.

No. 727.—Word Hunt.
Fill blanks with words of the same
sound.
L
I stood beneath the · · · and caressed a · · · while ! waited for · · ·.
II.
I hud a · · · · and so 1 · · · · the
ro?e to her that she might enjoy the
No. 723.—Numerical Enigma.
My 12 3 4. come, let me softly say
Just tn your 2 3 4. my elf.
Tho story 1 have 4 i 3 1 today.
Or 4 3 2 1 It to yourself

What Santa I'laus tn merry mood
Brings children who S 4 2 always good.
What toys and 4 2 1 cheeked dollies, too
1 1 3 4 2 say he has some for you.

No. 729.—Enigma.

* · · · *
There was no · · ·
the
waist of the garment, and even with
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
the price of
Its real
value, nut many felt they could adorn
„···*«««· ,jke thnt

Key to Puzzledom.
No. 712.—Kiddle: Upas—you pass.
No. 713.—Charades:

1. Cat. a.

ma.

ran—Catamaran. 2. Art. e, rye—Artery.
No. 714.—Egyptian ArroBtlc: Fourth
row—Cleopatra. Crosswords·: 1. CroC-odile. 2 Pto-L-emy. 3. Rnm-E-ees.
4. Aut-O-ny. δ. Mem-P-hls. 0. Bon-A-

maid; sack, smack; adder, madder;
trap, tramp; ale. male: cap. camp; angle, mangle; treble, tremble.
The
No. 717.—Office Boy's Puzzle:
office boy's sign indicated that It was
the trustees' room on the other side of
the door.
No. 718.-('urtallraents and Behead
lugs: Poe. poet; raven, rave: bells, ells.
No. 719.-Numerical Enigma: Plane,
plan, planet, lane.
No 720.--Canning's Riddle: Cares.
:*nress.

One-half of the world does not know

bow the other half lives."
"We'l, it I· gratifying to think that
one-half of the world attends to its own
business."

Foley's Honey and Tar oures cough·
quickly, strengthens the lungs and expels
colds. Get the genuine in a yellow
package. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Don't

Call and

see

them.

"Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

telephones.

«

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Boutli Pari·.

people

make

up

your

"Well, judge; my wife believes
Cook and 1 believe in Peary."
"The divorce is granted."

In

right thing if you have Nasal
Get Ely's Cream Balm at onoe.
touch the catarrh powders and
for they contain oooalne. Ely's

33c, 25c, 15o.

Guests'

assortment, 50c, 25c, 15c.

Towels,

25c each.

DOILIES in sets, round centerpiece with
Cluny insertion and Mexican work
with two-inch Cluny edge, 30 inch, 9Sc;

75c;

24 inch,

18 inch, 50o.

18 inch 87c,
12 inch 50c,

33c,

10 inch 42c,
β inch 29c.
Linen

Natural

to be

worked,

Doilies

edge

the

is all

10c to 50c.

DRESS SKIRTS, grey, black and navy,
with panel front, section pleating at

sides, finished

with

with bands and

pin

jet battons,

faney pleating

with

bands, $0 50.

jet

WIDE WALE WORSTED
blue and black with

stylish, $9.00.

some

tucks around bot-

tom, $4.98.
PANAMA SKIRTS in blue and

black,

buttons and

SKIRTS in

jet buttone,

very

Umbrellas.
They
gifts for

are

Tags, Stickers
You will

make

a

surely

need

this broad and

£ln

Literally

comprehensive

\

collection of Novelties there are a
number of possibilities for the selec-

Christmas Gift look neat.

tion of suitable

Shirt Waists for Gifts.

acceptable

either

sex.

and

You

useful

can

find

you want

among

our

large

very

voinen

useful,

of all

25c.

kinds,

25c

and

50c.

and small tucks with buttons, tucked
collar and cuffs with buttons, excep-

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.
JorreenonJcnce on topics or Interest to the lattice
Is solicited. Address: Editor IIomkmakkkV
Column, Oxford Democrat, South l'aria, M<.

Headache

Cures.

VVbeD the first signs of tbat roost uuploasant ailmeut, a sick headache, appear, prompt measures to dissipate it
nuit be taken. Usually headaches come
'rum the etomach, and when one is sure
:hey do, the work of curing them should
begin at once. Fur instance, a dose of
salts or some aperient water known to
igreo with the system should be taken,
[n such cases it is not always wise to
lake oil or calomel, for either must be
jiven time to affect the patient, and one
who must work during the day requires
medicine wbich will act promptly. If
the persons who are ill are at home,
where they can lie down, they should
restas soon as the salts have been taken.
Simultaneously an effort should be
made to draw the blood from the head.
There are many different ways of doing
this, but the most satisfactory one is to
put the feet into a hot bath, adding hot
water to the tub hs soon as the first
cools and the skin becomes accustomed
In this bath there
to the temperature.
should be enough water to come half
to increase the
to
the
and
knees,
way
efficacy of the tub a tablespoonful of
dry English mustard should be put In
The feet
with each gallon of water.
must remain in the bath for at least fifteen minutes, the tub being covered with
ι blanket that all the steam may remain
in.
One who can not stay at home to take
luch treatment will find a mustard leaf
applied to the back of the neck a help.
When it is necessary that the collar
ihould remain, mustard plasters bought
from a drag store may be used, because
:hey do not soil the garments.
It is my ezperienoe that such plasters
ieed to be wet twice, as the flrit moistire evaporates rapidly, and a second wet;ing makes it moist enough to permit
he strength to be drawn out. If the
I >urn of the mnstard is severe the plaster
nnst be removed for a short time and
>nt on again until the surface pain is al-

j ayed.

,

They

always

acceptable.

An

variety of them for men,
and children at the lowest
prices.

Comb Sets in

(Àûffuifihiuiw

stones can be cleaned with warm wafer
and a white soap and a very little ammonia. Use a soft old toothbrush to

a

never

has any too many of these.

Kid Gloves.

gems it is allowed.
Polish the rings and pins with a soft
chamois, and they will be wonderfully
bright and sparkling.

Table Decorations.

housekeeper

|

are seen on

garments.

ligbt

of

tan,

Coat Department

Some member of the family may
a coat and there is nothing tl'at
will be more acceptable. Thi- deneed

Closed all day Dec. 25th.

the 24th, inclusive.

Pulp Wood Wanted.

C.,

Wanted.
A yoiiDg man to learn the «try goo<la l»u»ltie··
Must be neat In appearance, encrgetlc, clean In
A |>i>ly
hablo, not u-lng tobacco In any form.
br letter, giving at leant two reference* a« υ
character.
Addreaa, "DRY G0009,"
Care Oxford Democrat,
South Part·, Mi

Save Doctor's Bills

cheerfully recommend Foley's Kidney
Remedy." F. A. ShurtletT Λ Co.

The widow was taking her first look
at the bust of her beloved husband. The
clay was still damp. "Pray examine it
well, madam," said the sculptor. "If
there is anything wrong I can alter it."
The widow looked at it with a mixture
of sorrow and satisfaction.
"It ia just like him," the said; "a
perfect portrait—hi» large nose—'he
sign of goodness." Hern she burst into
"Ho was so good! Make the nose
tears.
a little larger!"
If you desire a clear complexion take
Foley's Oriuo Laxative for constipation
aud liver trouble as it will stimulate
these organs and thoroughly cleanse ynur
syatem, which I· what every one needs
In order to feel well. F. A. ShurtletT Λ

Buy A Pair of

Malden Rubbers
For A Fall Investment

MALDENS

Co.

made of NEW RUBBER, Reinforced and Stayed at all
Point· where the Extra Strain Come·
Stylish in Appearance and Made on New Laata
They Fit Your Shoe· Perfectly
are

III Fitting Rubber· Cannot Wear Well

—

"And did you enjoy your African trip,
major? How did you like the savages?" ;
"Ob, they were extremely kind hearted! They wanted to keep me therefor
dinner."

MALDEN PRIZE CONTEST CLOSES DEC 15, '09
For Further Particulars Write
New England Agent·

A CARD.
This is to

certify

that all

druggists are

plunge
"Why, George, I said you musn't play
really acts as an irritant; whereas tepid ball
on Sunday."
water produces quite the contrary effect.
"But, mamma, I'm only playing with
After washing dab on the face and ears a
a
buttei
little buttermilk or, falling that, rose Tommy Callow, an' he's regular
water dabbed on will soothe and whiten fingers and can't hit a balloon."
the skin and take away the feeling of irFoley's Kidney Remedy will cure any
ritation.
case of kidney or bladder trouble that is
An easy way to keep enamel sauce- not beyond the reach of medicine. Cures

Velvet, bengallne

gloves?

NORWAY, ME.

authorized to refund your money if
Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your
cough or cold. It etops the cough, beats
the lunge and prevents serious result*
from a oold, prevents pnenmonia and
consumption. Contains no opiates. The
When tired and weary after a day's genuine Is in a yellow package. Refuse
Old Lace.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
or traveling, it is a great mistake substitutes.
outing
You ahould never clean old laces with
the face into cold water, wbioh
to

cnffs

of

pair

GLOVES in

Keep Your Feet Dry

In decorating your dining-room table
aim to make it appropriate and harmonious. Do not let it interrupt conversation. Overdecoration is shoddy and
upon arising.
heavy. A jumble of colore or mixture
Do not think that lemonade is as of flowers is inartistic and bad style.
lemor
and
healthful as unsweetened
Decorations too high or too massive are
water. The former is injurious to many, too imposing.
while the latter rarely fails to agree with
Aim for simplicity and elegance.
who gives it a thorough
Do not feel that you must buy out a
every one
trial. The addition of sugar creates an hot house and fruit stand in order to
acid.
have a handsome dinner table. Wonderful effects can be had with a fuw flowers
and foliage.
Utility of Paper Bags.
Do not turn your table into a jeweler's
Instead of destroying paper bags keep shop.
them in a convenient place near the
kitchen stove or sink and you will aoon
Keeping Table Linen.
see the many uses to which they may be
In keeping the table linen that Is not
is anput.
in daily use many a
Instead of keeping a stove rag it is noyed to find it has yellowed badly and |
much cleaner to put the hand inside a must be washed before it can go on the
paper bag and wipe the stove and then table Again. This can be overcome, if, !
bum the bag.
after being laundered, the clothe and
When cleaning up the dishes after a napkins are carefully wrapped in deep
meal it is very easy to scrape the dry blue paper or in a sheet that has been
scraps into a paper bag, close it and drop heavily blued.
it into the garbage can. This helps to
A Way to Mend Lace.
preserve the oleanliness of the latter.
À heavy paper bag makes a good
A clever way of mending a piece of
clothespin bag, when you haven't a bet· lace is to sew a piece of paper under the
ter one, as it can be pinned to the apron rent. Then insert the lace In the sewirith a couple of clothespins ao as to ing machine and stitch back and forth
liold it open, and it possesses the ad- till the paper is quite covered. Tike
vantage of never having to be washed out of the machine, remove the paper
tr mended.
and the hole will have disappeared.

Take a
pans, pie dishes, etc., clean:
small piece of emery clotb, or a cloth
with
well rubbed
sapolio, dampen it, and
rub all soiled parts; rinse well first in
soap then clean water, when they will
be found qnite spotless and qalte new.

a

J.

pearls the water cleaning should be
avoided, but for the hard, transparent1

Artistic

woman

a

Delivered at any station on the
who is the author of several C îrand Trunk between Berlin and
book», writes: "For several years 1 was j. ortland. Ako White Ash bolts.
afflicted with kidney trouble and last
M. DAY,
winter I was suddenly stricken with a
Bryant's Pond, Me.
severe pain in my kidneys and was con- 4 3tf
flnfid to bed eight days unable to get up
without assistance. My urine contained :
a
thick white sediment and I passed!
I comsame frequently day and night.
j
menced taking Foley's Kidney Remedy, I
and
abated
and the pain gradually
finally
ceased and my urine became normal. I
N.

get in between the setting and the stone.
For rings set with
turquoises aud

;

10 00.

Neckwear.

A RELIGIOUS AUTHOR'S STATE-1
When Taking Lemon.
Cleaning Jewels.
M EXT.
(iold rings, brooches and other articles
While the health value of lemons taken morning and evening cannot be over- of jewelry that are set with precious
Rev. Joseph II. Feepermiin, Salisbury,

observed if full benefit is to be had.
Do not make the mistake of talcing too
much lemon at once. To put the juice
of a large or small fruit in a glass of
water ia too much acid for the ordinary
stomach. Not more than a half lemon
should be used to the glass.
If the lemon juice and water are taken
twice a day it is wiser to squeeze the
juice of a good-aized lemon into a covered tumbler or small flask. Put a third
of it into a glass of cold or hot water, as
preferred. This gives extra juice for
the following morning and eaves trouble.
The juice ehould be taken immediately

VI V),
Muffs to ma'ch any of these.
Pillow and rug shape from *7 00 to

10 00.

Leather Goods.

Needle

evening from Monday, Dec. 20th until
estimated, particularly to one of bilious
tendency, certain precaution» must bo

tnramcd

OPOSSUM SHAWL COLLARS, a warm
and durable fur, some trimmed with
Muffs
auimal heads, «0 00, 6.50, 4.08.
to match, |2 98 to 8 CO.
BLUE WOLF, a very popular kind,
wide and thick, large brushes, |i:< ·').
belt
Muff· to match, $13.50.

grey and
black, only the best select stock is put
into these gloves, f 100, 1.25. Black,

ever.

PILLOW TOPS and CENTER PIECES
o( all kinds, the very latest designs,

tionally pretty, $4.98.

wanted kind, large,

with thick brushes $10.00, 15

ÏANDKERCHIEFS of fine lawn, hand91 00, 1 25, 1.50. Dog skin, fl.00.
partment is at its height with 4
somely embroidered and lace trimmed,
assortment.
choice
hemstitched and scalloped edges, GLOVES, Swede, Doe and Cashmerette,
all shades, 50c. Electra tieeced, 25c. LADIES' FUR COAT with quilted
37 l-2c, 42c, 50c.
1.ADIES' LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS,
Golf gloves of double knit worsted,
lining, large fur ollar, good va un.
10c, 12 l-2c, 15c, 25c. initial, 12 1 2c,
nearly all colors, 50c.
$27.50, 32 00. Fur lined with lare* f r
15c, 25c.
collars, $12 50, 18.00, 25.00, 30.00
( ÎENTLEMEN'S
LINEN HANDKERBROAD'LOTH and KERSEY Co ». i >
in black, semi-fitted, some with ve
CHIEFS, 12 l-2c, 15c, 25c, 42c. Initial,
collar and cuffs, some trimmed with
15c, 25c. Cambric, 10o, 5o.
of
our
one
refuse
No woman will
I CHILDREN'S HANDKERCHIEFS, camjet buttons and braid, $19 00, 18.00,
books or hand bags. Don't
pocket
and
checked,
picmuslin,
bric,
plain,
15.00, 13 50.
ture, 5c. One lot with colored border, fail to see our line.
WIDE WALE WORSTED in greys and
4c.
navy, some with military collars,
HAND BAGS,
HEAL ALLIGATOR
$12 50. 15 00, 18 00. Many other styles
tine quality leather lined, pocket with
and
colors, some wifh section pleating
to
purse
ma'ch, gilt trimmed, 93.50,
on skirt, $10 DO, 12.50, 13 50.
3.00.
3.25,
A dainty stock or bow will be apJUNIORS' COATS, 13 to 17 year, m
HAND BAGS, large and deep, fancy
jreciatively received by any woman. embossed,
blue, grey and green, trimmed with
goat seal lined, purse to
\11 that is new and desirable can be
bands and jet buttons, $7 50, 10.O0,
match, $3 50, 2.50, 1.08, 1.75.
12.50.
I ound here in the largest assortment
HAND BAGS, fancy embossed, fancy
CHILDREN'S COATS, fancy mixtures
ve have ever had.
Chiflon, lace and
shapes, green, brown and black, 08c,
of all kinds, some handsomely trimmed,
ancy braids, with velvet ribbon and
50c; small sizes, 25c.
$3 98, 2.98, 4.98, 5.98, 7.50, 8 00.
materials.
uchings are the leading
ENVELOPE POCKET BOOKS with CHILDREN'S COATS, 1 to 5 year. Bear
Put up in a box, 25c. and 50c.
strap, easy to carry, divided into seccloth, Astrachan and Plush, $1.98,2.98,
tions, centre lined with chamois,
< iOWS, all sizes and colors, of moire and
3.98, 4 98.
91.50.
velvet ribbon, in boxes. Your choice,
BEAR CLOTH BONNETS to match,
ONE LOT genuine Morocco, several
25c.
fancy white and colore, ribbon and
colors, handkerchief pocket, with
animal heads trimmed, 25c, 50c, 75c,
iVAY'S SCARF MUFFLER of tine merstrap, 91.00. Large assortment for
98c.
cerized yarns, just the thing for the
98c, 50c.
LADIES' FUR CAPS and HATS. Cap·
neck, in pretty box, 50c.
] ÎECK RUSHING AND CORD iu fancy POCKET BOOKS and I'UKSES of all
$1.98, 2.98, 3.98, 4.98; hats, $3.50 and
3.98.
kinds and sizes, 08c, 50c, 25c, 10c, 5c
holly boxes, 25c.

cases with needles, 25c.
tucks, buttons, front or back.—Tailored Linen Waist, extra good value, FANCY POWDER JARS of glass with
trimmed with tucks.—Muslin and Bapretty covers, 25c.
tiste, handsomoly trimmed with lace, FANCY BOXES with sections for
pins,
embroidery aud tucks, large variety to
thread, etc., 25c and 50c.
$1.98.
select from—your choice,
BROOCH PINS, fancy jeweled, and
LACE NET WAISTS, white and ecru,
holly in boxes, 25c and 50c.
fancy large medallions forming yoke,
BELT
PINS and BUCKLES, gilt and
Venise
finished with Val. aud
lace,
oxidized, in boxes, 25c and 50c.
fancy yoke in back of lace insertion
and tucks, a beauty for 13.98.
FANCY COMBS and BARRETTES in

boxes, 50c and $1.00.
boxes, 50c and $1.00.

and

kerchief·.

FANCY PIN HOLDER filled with pins

TAFFETA SILK WAISTS, navy, smoke,
green and white, fancy front of large

most

FUR THROWS or scarfs—
Isabella Fox, $7 50, $8 00.
«2 98. 3.98. 4.08, 5.98.
Opossum,
BELTS of plain, fancy and braided allk
Russian Mink, $3 98, 5.98.
elastic in all the moat desirable colors.
Blue Wolf, $9.50, 0 50.
Elastic and kid combined in all colors,
Squirrel, $4 98.
Grey
with jet, gilt, oxidized and jewel
$1.98.
Cony,
in
to
select
hundreds
from,
buckles,
MUFFS
fancy boxes, 50c, a good assortment
Fox, $7.00, 10.00, 12 50. 15.00, 19.00.
25c belts.
Opossum, «2 98, 8 98, 5 98, 7 50.
Russian Mink, $3 98, 5.9S.
Blue Hare, $3.98.
Cony, $1.75, 2.98, 3 50, 3.7·>.
What is there easier to send

or

ÏANDKERCHIEFS, new band embroidered linen, somo with tine narrow lace
mail than
edge, very pretty, 25c. The assort- away by
ment of 25c. embroidered, lace trim- TWO CLASP KID
and dark shades
med, and checked are prettier than

one, 15c.

NUN'S VEILING WAISTS, all colore,
some with entire front of French embroidery, others with large and small

taste

are

JANDKERCHIEFS, plain, lace edge,
check and plaids, dotted, embroidered,
and drawn work, 10c, 12^c, 10c, and
our ueual large assortment of 5c band-

button·.

DRY GOODS.
Store open every

η

CUSHIONS, many shapes and j jossible
kinds trimmed with lace and ribbon,

SMOKER'S ASH TRAY, holder for
back, large pearl
Fine assortment of Batiste and Lawn
cigar attached, 25c.
waiata with lace and embroidered trimSHAVING PADS, every man needs one
med. Your choice of these kinds, 98c.
of these, large assortment, 25c.
TAILORED LI ΝΊΝΕ WAISTS, entire CELLULOID PUFF
BOXES, blue, pink
front of 1-4 inch tucks finished with
and white, 25c. Soap Boxes, 15c.
to
corin
back
one inch tucks, tucks
RATTLER for the little
PYRALIN
respond with front, good value, $1.49.
front and

good

[ mmense

gift articles.

thousand» of Handker-

:hiefs for Xmas.

PIN

white laundered collar. White checked
Madras waiet, tailor made, large tacks

gift of Furs1

Gift I Handkerchiefs by the! Xmas Belts and Gloves.
useful gift than
What
Thousands.
Novelties.
pair of gloves? A
more

these to

a

as

Christmas Cards, Attractive

25c, 50c, 87c.
BLACK LACE NET, fancy raised silk FANCY BRAIDED SCRIM TABLE
line.
embroidery forming yoke, finished
LADIES' UMBRELLAS in a wide range
COVERS and Scarf, very pretty, 25c
with jet buttons, taffeta bands and
of coverings, such as silk, silk and
and 50c.
linen, serges and gloria, with a cho'ce
tucks, silk bands and tuckt» in back
assortment of handles, gilt, oxidized,
TOPS of scrim, stamped and
PILLOW
and on sleeves, VERY DESIRABLE,
natural and fancy wood and horn,
braid work, with ruffle, ready
of
assortment
fancy
A
$4.98.
large
only
ranging in price from 98c to $5 98.
for filling, 50c.
black taffeta waists for $3.98.
Gentlemen's Umbrellas.
what

Furs.

Pleasing, practical, lasting. A fur
to how much they piece is the finishing touch which
marks the well gowned woman.
intend to remember.
ISABELLA or SA HI,Κ FOX SHAWL
A visit to this store
COLLARS, soft, tine and Huffy, the

perplexities

10c, 16c, 25c, 50c.
Don't let the question of "what to
DOILIES, sets, fine linen Damask, with
deep ecalloped embroidered edge with give her" bother you for a moment. HAIR AND HAT PIN HOLDERS,
trimmed with ribbon, lace and flowers,
fancy enow-flake border, 24 inch, One of Smiley's Shirt Waists will
25c.
1*2.50; 10 inch, 50c ; β inch, 25c.
please her without doubt.
SPOOL HOLDER and PIN CUSHION
DOILIES, fine linen, with scalloped
FLANNEL WAISTS, light and dark
edge, two lots:
combination, a very desirable gift, 25c.
2nd lot—
let lot—
shades, trimmed with wide tucks, TOWELS and NECKTIE HOLDERS,

braided,

uaclloped embroidered edge, only

TEA APRONS, 25 different style*. We
want you to be sure to see these, m nie
o( fine lawn, lace and hamburg trimmed, many with lace insertion, others
with hamburg; some with fancy
pocket·. Your choice 50c. A iarge
assortment of 25c aprons.

/

TOWELS, Figured Ηuck of fine linen,
designed for initial, large size, 87c, 75c.
TOWELS of Fine Huck and Damaek,
choice patterne, some with fancy drawn
work, sizes 27x45, 23x44, 22x24, $1.39,
1.50, 1.25, 1.00, 87c and 75c each.
DAMASK AND HUCK, pure linen, fine

at

50c, 87c. One lot with fine tuck* and a

to most people
can sPend *or Presents and whom they
"D ι
τ 4Ail
All Its Pleasures
BUt what to give—that's the question.
:
with its MANY DEPARTMENTS will result in a happy
with an enormous
solution of the question. This store is ready for the Christmas Shopper,
find
stock of practical, sensible and serviceable gifts. You'll travel far and wide before you'll
such an assortment of useful gift things as this store offers.
its

Christmas Time with

I (asoline, and for a very good reason,
Medicines should be taken inside only j rhe gasoline, which is the far-famed and
Don't
vhen prescribed by physioians. A. pre- >roverbial grease remover, will take the
muffs
ι latural oil
t emption suited to one Individual may
out of the lace threads,
Cream Balm releases the secretions that i □jure another. A cup of water drank vhich, it must be remembered, are a
inflame the nasal passage· and the s hot as it can be endured will some- 1 vegetable product, rendering them crisp,
throat, whereas medicine· made with t iraes ease a sick stomach, and if taken ι tiff and liable to anap.
Lace should first be soaked in cold
mercury merely dry up the seoretions ι n hour after a dose of salts will hasten
ind leave yon no better than you were, i ts effect.
vater, then shaken in a bottle in luke[n a word, Ely'· Cream Balm la a real
varm
water to which has been added the
Nourishment must be taken after suoh
-etnedy, not a delusion. All druggists, c dose. Hot milk, with or without salt, norest pinch of borax. This should be
>0 cents, or mailed by Ely Brother·, δθ a s one chooses, may be easily digested.
horoughly rinsed ont, to prevent its ratWarren Street, New York.
j I cup of Tea Is good, but a cracker or
ing the delicate fabric. When the lace
liece of toast must accompany it with- s very handsome it should first be bastid to old linen to keep it from stretch"Isn't your hat rather curious in t at fail in order tbat the tannin shall be
ihape?" asked the uninformed man. ι bsorbed. Perfect qaiet, If it is to be se- ng, and it should be speedily taken ont
"Certainly," answered hi* wife. "It c ared, is one of the best medicines for a »f the hottest rays of the inn when thor>aa to be.
Any hat that wasn't oariooa 11 iok headache, and when possible all inghly dry. There is no neoeaaity (or
11 right light mast be kept from the eye·. icorobing it indefinitely·
η shape would look queer."
Do the

Catarrh.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

sell
Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We

must»

"Can't you
differences?"

Linseed Oil,

The kind that lasts.
make to order.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We
in.
Regular sizes of duors in stock. Have your veranda screened
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.

Wheelbarrows—We

No. 726.—Double Acroatic.
the Christian name
and mv finals the suruame of a great
and good man who was born in June
He was conand who died In June.
nected with a famous English school.
Crosswords (of equal length): 1. The

My primais spell

NO CASE ON RECORD.
There is do case on record of a cough
<>r cold resulting in pneumonia or consumption after Foley's Honey and Tar
has been taken, as it will stop your
cough and break up your cold quickly.
Refuse any but the genuine Foley1·
Uouey and Tar in a yellow package.
Contains no opiates and is safe and snre.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Uniformly 10% Finest Ground in the World.

us et

der he wished to give?

7. Tho-T-mes.
8. Pha-R-noh.
parte.
9. Pyr-A-mi<ls.
No. 715.- Riddle: Scales.
No. 716.—letter Puzzle:
1. Aid.

The Finest and Most Intricate
can

linen, 30c,

be hemmed at ends, of fine

please.

What is better than

dozen.

33c,

to

buythey

APRONS, fine lawn with deep fancy
hamhnrg ruffle with tucks, pocket,

This is the Place to
Get Useful Gifts.

and fancy scroll, $1.00, 1.25, 1 37.
Napkins to match from $2 50 to |4.08
dozen. Napkins 91.00 to 4.98 dozen.

others for 75c, 98c, $1.50.
TRAY CLOTHS, extra fine linen, large
assortment of pattern», 21x30 inches,
98c; 19x29 inches, 75c, 87c. Good size,

mistake in

end the
everyday aprons. Some trimmed with
tocks and Hamburg edge.
A tine
assortment for 25c.

69c

36x36, «3.25, 2.98, 2 50, 2.25, all with
two inch hemstitched edge.
Many

no

of these pretty aprons,

Bretelles. Waitress aprons

gift givers.

Skirts.

• · · · ·

Device)]

They've been banished by hard
thought and tireless work. In their
stead there are little things that
satisfaction.

j

ire sure

selected

TEA OR LUNCH CLOTHS, large assortment of patterns, extra fine linen,

one

Aprons.

APRONS OF ALL KINDS, such

are

ONE LOT DA1IASK, 70 inches wide,
pnre linen, very pretty patterns for

or

Can you change one letter aud
produce a word which reveals the or-

ing

more

We

worked, 10c, 15c, 25c.
STAMPED LINEN such as doilies,
centerpieces, pillow tops, nearly all
sizes to be done in Wallachian, Eyelet

squad.

Xmas

You will make

g'ail to
always

useful, and therefore all the

stamped

one season

Things Annoy

Little

It is

β inch 19c.

W.J.WHEELER,
Billings Block,

would be

receive Table Linen.

10 inch

This
and shall close them out at very low pi ices for the next sixty days.
is the best opportunity to obtain a piano or organ that has ever been offerVisit my warerooms and see for yourselves the great values in
ed.

second hand instruments

Nice Gifts.

are

18 inch 75c,
12 inch 39c,

stock of Pianos that have been rented but

This ie your chance, don't
Let someone elae get the suit
that you want. What a nice
Ohrlfltmaa gilt a suit will
make.

for 10 c'a.
ONE LOT of 10
Blue, red, white and greon.
Don't fail to see the new checked for

White and
I have

Marked Down.

of all kinds and widths.

is often the result of
of the true

Consumption
bottle today

a

Ladles' Suite

Ribbons

backache and irregularities that if neglected might result in Bright'· disease or
diabete·. F. A. ShurtletT & Co.
What's
Startled Visitor—Gracious!
that? Must be an earthquake! The plaa
ter la falling, tool

Mild Mater—Ob, no. It'· juat tbe
or moire oollara and
many of the winter boya. Two of them are tick in bed to-

daj.

INSURANCE

Our Companies are the peers
of any in the world; their
^^D|_CvlMLIT·»· assets are in the millions;
prompt in settlement of
>sses and liberal in adjustment of same.
We also sell
CnrAi α ι

tv

——

PIANOS

AND

ORGANS.

ITe handle only the high grade instruments.
We represent the EQUITABLE LIFE INSURANCE
O. of New York; the strongest in the world.
Send us a postal and it will receive prompt attention.

C.

E.

OUTH PARI·,

TOLMAN Λ COMPANY.
«...

MAIN·.

